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Zusammenfassung 

Das menschliche Gehirn ist ein hochkomplexes System bestehend aus Milliarden von 

Neuronen und Synapsen, und bis heute bleibt es eine Herausforderung neuronale 

Prozesse zu entschlüsseln, die sowohl gesunden als auch kranken Zuständen zugrunde 

liegen. Verschiedene Bildgebungsverfahren wie zum Beispiel die nicht-invasive 

Magnetresonanz-Tomographie (MRT) oder hochauflösende Elektronenmikroskopie 

(EM) wurden entwickelt, welche es unter anderem ermöglichen molekulare Prozesse in 

einem biologischen Kontext zu studieren oder ein Konnektom zu erstellen, um detaillierte 

anatomische Informationen über die Verknüpfung von Synapsen in hoher Auflösung zu 

erhalten. Diese Techniken benötigen jedoch Kontrastmittel, um die ihnen zugrunde 

liegenden physikalische Limitationen zu überwinden, wodurch sich andere 

Herausforderungen ergeben, zum Beispiel bezüglich Verabreichung und Spezifität.  

Obwohl Färbemethoden für EM normalerweise auf Schwermetallen wie Uran oder Blei 

beruhen, können Eisenoxide auch zu elektronendichtem Kontrast in der 

Elektronenmikroskopie führen, und gleichzeitig sind sie als Kontrastmittel auch für die 

Magnetresonanz-Tomographie geeignet. Zudem verfügen große, aus Magnetit 

bestehende Eisenoxide über vorteilhafte magnetische Eigenschaften und sind geeignet 

für magnetische Manipulationen von biologischen Systemen, wodurch sie die Bereiche 

der Bildgebung und Manipulation verknüpfen können. Obwohl Magnetit in der Natur 

vorkommt, zum Beispiel bei Käferschnecken oder bestimmten Bakterien, wurde eine 

genetisch kodierte, kontrollierbare Formation von Magnetit bisher jedoch nicht in 

aeroben Organismen erreicht. Das Ziel der vorliegenden Doktorarbeit war daher, 

verschiedene vollständig genetisch kodierte biologische Schnittstellen für MRT und EM 

zu entwickeln und zu charakterisieren, und die kontrollierte Bildung von Magnetit in 

einem biologischen Kontext zu untersuchen. Dazu wurden verschiedene protein-

basierte Nanokompartimente in humanen Zellen exprimiert und bezüglich ihrer Fähigkeit 

Eisen einzulagern untersucht. 

Der erste Teil der vorliegenden Arbeit konzentriert sich auf das ubiquitäre, Ferrihydrit-

haltige Eisenlagerungs-Protein Ferritin sowie auf die Optimierung seiner magnetischen 
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Eigenschaften, um eine magnetische Interaktion mit Zellen zu ermöglichen. Während 

hoch-magnetisches, Magnetit-haltiges Ferritin (Magnetoferritin) bereits charakterisiert 

wurde, wurde der Magnetit-Kern nur durch eine in vitro Synthese erhalten, wodurch die 

Anwendbarkeit von Magnetoferritin als genetisch kodierte Schnittstelle stark 

eingeschränkt ist. In der vorliegenden Arbeit wurde sowohl an reinen Eisenpartikeln als 

auch an Ferritin detailliert untersucht, ob es möglich ist natürlich vorkommendes 

Ferrihydrit in das magnetisch bevorzugte Magnetit umzuwandeln. Diese Experimente 

beruhen auf der Hypothese, dass eine chemische Reduktion von Ferrihydrit eine 

Transformation zu Magnetit auslösen kann, weshalb verschiedene Reduktionsmittel und 

unterschiedliche pH-Konditionen getestet wurden. Zudem wurde die Anreicherung von 

Ferritin in lysosomalen Kompartimenten untersucht, um zu testen ob eine Agglomeration 

die magnetischen Eigenschaften von Ferrihydrit verbessern kann. Obwohl eine 

chemische Umwandlung von reinen Ferrihydrit-Partikeln zu Magnetit erfolgreich unter 

aeroben Bedingungen gezeigt werden konnte, konnten diese Ergebnisse nicht 

übertragen werden auf protein-umhülltes Ferrihydrit im Inneren von Ferritin. Daher ist 

Ferritin bisher nur eingeschränkt als genetisch kodiertes Kontrastmittel einsetzbar. 

Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit liegt der Fokus auf der Charakterisierung eines neuen, 

proteinbasierten Nanokompartments bakteriellen Ursprungs: dem Encapsulin-System 

aus Quasibacillus thermotolerans (Qt), welches aus einem Hüllprotein und dem 

dazugehörigen Cargo-Protein besteht. Encapsuline sind bakterielle Nanokompartimente 

die an verschiedenen metabolischen Prozessen beteiligt sind, und einige enthalten 

Ferroxidasen als Protein-Cargo, was auf eine Rolle im Eisenmetabolismus schließen 

lässt. Das Encapsulin, das in dieser Arbeit gewählt wurde, ist assoziiert mit einem neuen 

Ferroxidase-Typ, und sowohl Hülle als auch Cargo-Protein wurden in der vorliegenden 

Arbeit charakterisiert. Expression und selbstständige Zusammenlagerung der Hülle 

sowie Einbau des Cargos wurden sowohl in E. coli als auch in humanen Zellen gezeigt. 

Zudem wurde eine Kryo-EM Analyse durchgeführt um detaillierte strukturelle 

Informationen zu erhalten, wodurch entdeckt wurde, dass dieses das erste Encapsulin 

mit einer Triangulationsnummer von T = 4 ist und damit das größte bisher bekannte 

Encapsulin. Zudem konnte gezeigt werden, dass das Cargo Ferroxidase-Aktivität besitzt 

und zu Eisenablagerungen in der Encapsulin Hülle führt. Die Qt Ferroxidase zeigt ein 

verbessertes Eisenablagerungs-Verhalten im direkten Vergleich sowohl zu einem 

weiteren Encapsulin als auch zu Ferritin, weshalb eine Eignung als MRT Kontrastmittel 

überprüft wurde. Zudem konnte gezeigt werden, dass das Qt Encapsulin als vollständig 

genetisch kodiertes EM-Kontrastmittel geeignet ist, da es zur Bildung von elektronen-

reichen, klar erkennbaren Partikeln führt. 
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Summary 

The human brain is a highly complex structure consisting of billions of neurons and 

synapses, and to date it remains a challenge to uncover the neuronal processes 

underlying physiological and diseased states. Different imaging techniques have been 

developed, such as non-invasive magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or high-resolution 

electron microscopy (EM) which, for example, allow to study molecular processes in their 

biological context or to construct a connectome in order to obtain detailed anatomical 

information about the synaptic wiring with high resolution. However, these techniques 

require contrast agents to overcome inherent physical limitations, which poses a 

challenge in regards to, e.g., delivery and specificity.  

While EM staining techniques are usually based on heavy metals such as uranium or 

lead, iron oxides can also yield electron-dense contrast in electron microscopy, and at 

the same time they are also suitable as contrast agents for magnetic resonance imaging. 

Furthermore, large iron oxide particles consisting of magnetite have favorable magnetic 

properties enabling magnetic manipulations of biological systems, thus bridging the 

fields of imaging and manipulation. However, while magnetite can be found in nature, for 

example in chitons or certain bacteria, a genetically-controlled, induced magnetite 

formation was not achieved in aerobic organisms yet. The aim of this doctoral thesis was 

thus to develop and characterize different fully genetically encoded biological interfaces 

for MRI as well as EM, and to examine the controlled formation of magnetite in a 

biological context. To this end, different proteinaceous nano-compartments were 

expressed in mammalian cells and characterized in regards to their iron accumulation 

capability.  

The first part of this work focused on the ubiquitous, ferrihydrite-forming iron storage 

protein ferritin and the improvement of its magnetic properties to enable magnetic 

interactions with cells. While highly-magnetic, magnetite containing ferritin 

(magnetoferritin) has already been characterized, the magnetite core is obtained by in 

vitro synthesis, thus limiting the applicability of magnetoferritin as a genetically encoded 

interface. In this work, the possibility to transform naturally occurring ferrihydrite to 

magnetically more favorable magnetite was studied in detail both on uncoated particles 

and inside the ferritin protein shell. This work was based on the hypothesis that a 

reduction of ferrihydrite can lead to a transformation to magnetite, and thus different 
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reducing agents as well as different pH conditions were tested. In addition, an 

accumulation of ferritin inside cellular lysosomal compartments was examined to test 

whether agglomeration effects can enhance the magnetic properties of ferrihydrite. 

However, while a chemical transformation of uncoated ferrihydrite particles to magnetite 

could be demonstrated under aerobic conditions, these results could not be transferred 

to experiments with ferritin-encapsulated particles. Thus, ferritin had to be considered as 

restricted in its applicability as a genetically encoded contrast agent and actuator. 

The second part of this work concentrated on the characterization of a new, 

proteinaceous nano-compartment of bacterial origin: the encapsulin system of 

Quasibacillus thermotolerans (Qt) consisting of a shell protein and a self-sorting cargo. 

Encapsulins are bacterial nano-compartments involved in various metabolic processes, 

and some reportedly encapsulate ferroxidases as cargos, which indicates that they play 

a role in iron metabolism. The encapsulin chosen for this work is associated with a new 

type of ferroxidase, and both shell and cargo have been characterized in this work. 

Expression, self-assembly and cargo auto-targeting were demonstrated both in E. coli 

and in mammalian cells. In addition, cryo-EM analysis was performed to gain in-depth 

structural information, which revealed that this encapsulin is the first to be reported with 

a triangulation number T = 4, thus making it the largest encapsulin known so far. In 

addition, the native cargo was confirmed to possess ferroxidase activity and its capability 

to accumulate iron inside the encapsulin shell was demonstrated. The Qt ferroxidase 

was demonstrated to have a superior iron sequestration capability in direct comparison 

to another encapsulin system as well as to ferritin, which highlights the suitability of iron-

loaded Qt encapsulin as a contrast agent for magnetic resonance imaging. In addition, 

the Qt encapsulin was shown to be suitable as a fully genetically encoded electron 

microscopy contrast agent as it yielded electron-dense, clearly distinguishable particles 

in cellular TEM.    
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Chapter 1| Introduction 

The brain is a highly complex structure consisting of billions of neurons and synapses 

with a vast diversity in cell types differing in their molecular expression patterns, 

connectivity and physiological activity. In order to shed light onto neuronal processes 

and to understand physiological as well as diseased states, tools are required to enable 

high-resolution imaging and the extraction of molecular information.  

While substantial progress has been made in obtaining connectomes from different 

model organisms such as Caenorhabditis elegans, Cionia intestinalis, the fruit fly 

Drosophila melanogaster, and even the mouse brain (Takemura et al. 2013; Kasthuri et 

al. 2015; Helmstaedter et al. 2013; Ryan et al. 2016; White et al. 1986; Bhattacharya et 

al. 2019), this task is still challenging as it requires a careful sample processing and 

acquisition as well as the analysis of huge data sets. Connectome data are currently 

obtained using electron microscopy (EM), which allows a high resolution but requires a 

tedious reconstruction, even though progress is made in high-throughput EM and semi-

automated pipelines (Tamura et al. 2015; Chiang et al. 2011; Helmstaedter 2013). 

However, while a vast toolbox of multicolor fluorescent proteins is available for other 

imaging techniques such as fluorescence microscopy (Shaner et al. 2007; Tsien 1998), 

equivalent genetic tools for EM are still lacking. While some semi-genetic EM markers 

are available (Martell et al. 2012; Lam et al. 2015; Shu et al. 2011; Joesch et al. 2016; 

Bouchet-Marquis et al. 2012), they are based on the genetically controlled precipitation 

of exogenous chemicals and thus have only limited spatial precision and lack tissue 

penetration. Furthermore, specimens have to be fixed and permeabilized during EM 

sample preparation, which potentially affects their ultrastructure and thus constrains 

chemical EM stains such as gold immunolabelling or antibody labelling (Fang et al. 2018; 

Hagiwara et al. 2010; Pallotto et al. 2015; Shahidi et al. 2015). 

Ferritin (Ft), an ubiquitous iron storage protein (Masuda et al. 2010; Andrews 2010), has 

been proposed as a fully genetically encoded EM marker, but due to its small size it is 

hard to distinguish against the cellular background (Wang et al. 2011; Matsumoto et al. 

2015; Clarke und Royle 2018). Interestingly, ferritin has also been suggested as a 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) contrast agent (Cohen et al. 2005; Cohen et al. 2007; 

Iordanova und Ahrens 2012; Feng et al. 2012; Naumova et al. 2010), but it generates 

only weak contrast and requires iron supplementation. While different groups worked 
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extensively on the improvement of Ft-related relaxivity, the underlying mechanism of 

contrast enhancement is still being questioned.  

1.1 Iron mineralization in biology 

Iron as the most common element on earth is not only a major component of Earth’s 

outer and inner core, it is also an essential trace element for most creatures. A total of 

16 different iron oxides, hydroxides and oxide-hydroxides are known, which consist of 

different combinations of elemental iron (Fe), oxygen (O) and hydroxyl groups (-OH) and 

will be jointly referred to as iron oxides in the following (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; 

Liu et al. 2007). As a transition metal iron has multiple oxidation states, with the most 

common ones being 0 (metallic), +2 (iron(II), ferrous) and +3 (iron(III), ferric). In iron 

oxide compounds Fe usually takes on a trivalent state, with the three exceptions wüstite 

(divalent), iron(II) hydroxide (divalent) and magnetite (mixed divalent and trivalent) 

(Cornell und Schwertmann 2003). 

Iron oxides are not only of interest for geosciences such as geology or mineralogy, they 

also found various applications in (industrial) chemistry or medicine as inorganic 

pigments, precursors for permanent magnets (Cudennec und Lecerf 2005, 2006) or as 

contrast agents (Sun et al. 2008; Laurent et al. 2008) (Figure 1A). Furthermore, they 

play an important role in the field of biology as most life forms are dependent on iron. In 

nature, poorly crystallized iron oxides such as ferrihydrite (Ft) or green rust are the first 

to form when iron is oxidized in solution, and the degree of crystallization and structural 

order increases with time when further solid phases are formed, the main ones relevant 

in nature being goethite (goe), lepidocrocite (lep), hematite (hem) and maghemite (mgh) 

(Cudennec und Lecerf 2005, 2006; Liu et al. 2007). These transformations between iron 

oxides are influenced by different environmental factors such as pH, presence of ligands 

or inhibitors, and presence of other metals (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; Cudennec 

und Lecerf 2005; Faivre 2016; Ivanov und Kosoy 1975) and can be roughly classified as 

either topotactic or reconstructive. Topotactic transformations are based on internal 

atomic re-arrangements, transforming one crystal into another within the solid phase, 

which is only possible if the two iron oxide phases are structurally related (Cornell und 

Schwertmann 2003; Cudennec und Lecerf 2005). In contrast, reconstructive 

transformations are based on dissolution and re-precipitation processes, and no 

structural relationship between precursor and product is needed as the initial phase is 

completely broken down before a new, usually thermodynamically more stable, phase 

precipitates again from the solution (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; Hansel et al. 2005). 

The end phases of natural transformation processes are often either goethite or 

hematite, as these two are thermodynamically the most stable iron oxides at ambient 

temperatures (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; Cudennec und Lecerf 2005; Liu et al. 

2007). The crystals formed during these processes are often small, in the range of 
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nanometers to micrometers but with high specific surface areas, as crystallization 

processes require a lot of energy (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003). 

1.1.1 Iron oxides in nature 

Of the 16 known iron oxides, six are synthetic compounds only synthesized in 

laboratories; apart from these, all major iron oxides except for hematite can be found in 

organisms where they fulfil various functions mostly in metabolism or as supporting 

materials (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; Liu et al. 2007). 

Ferrihydrite 

Ferrihydrite (Ft) is widespread in the surface environment and precipitates rapidly upon 

hydrolysis of Fe3+ solutions, thus making it the first iron oxide phase to form in most cases 

(Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; Cudennec und Lecerf 2006; Hansel et al. 2005). 

However, Ft exists only as nano-crystals and is thermodynamically unstable with respect 

to many other iron oxides, thus serving as a precursor for better crystalline Fe oxides 

and transforming into more stable phases if not stabilized (Cornell und Schwertmann 

2003; Liu et al. 2007). While this conversion is slow without catalysts, even low Fe2+ 

concentrations are sufficient to trigger a phase transformation, which raised questions 

regarding the availability and stability of Ft in natural systems (Hansel et al. 2005). 

Ferrihydrite is only poorly crystalline, so while it is known to be a ferric iron hydroxide its 

definite structure and chemical formula are still controversial due to the nanoparticulate 

formation and a variable composition of OH and H2O (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003). 

The empirical formula is (Fe3+)2O3 • 0.5 H2O, but it can also be given as (Fe3+)5O8H • H2O 

(Cornell und Schwertmann 2003) or 5(Fe3+)2O3 • 9 H2O (Cudennec und Lecerf 2006) 

among others. Ferrihydrite crystals consist of a mixture of defect-free and defective 

structural units, with an overall octahedral iron coordination and Fe-deficient sites 

(Cornell und Schwertmann 2003). However, the possibility of tetrahedral Fe coordination 

on the crystal surface is being discussed (Hansel et al. 2005). 

Magnetite and maghemite 

Magnetite (mag) is one of the most important iron ores and responsible for the magnetic 

properties of rocks, as it is either ferrimagnetic or super-paramagnetic (when smaller 

than 6 nm) at room temperature (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003). It is classified as an 

iron oxide of mixed ferric and ferrous composition and can be described with the formula 

Fe2+(Fe3+)2O4 (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003). Stochiometric magnetite thus has a 

Fe2+ : Fe3+ ratio of 0.5; however, non-stochiometric magnetite with cation-deficient Fe3+ 

sub-lattices are also known (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003). In general, mag has an 

inverse spinel structure, the ferrous iron occupying octahedral sites and while the ferric 
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iron can occupy both tetrahedral and octahedral sites (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; 

Hansel et al. 2005). 

Maghemite is isostructural to magnetite and also referred to as “oxidized magnetite” as 

it consists entirely of trivalent iron with the chemical formula being γ-(Fe3+)2O3 (Cornell 

und Schwertmann 2003; Cudennec und Lecerf 2005). Like magnetite, it displays 

ferrimagnetic behavior at room temperature or super-paramagnetic properties beneath 

a size of 10 nm. In nature, maghemite is a weathering product of magnetite in soils, and 

in the laboratory it is one of the end products obtained when heating other iron oxides 

(Cornell und Schwertmann 2003). As mag and mgh are structurally closely related, the 

latter also has a spinel structure but shows vacancies in some octahedral sites which 

would have been occupied by ferrous iron as a compensation for the oxidation to Fe3+ 

(Cornell und Schwertmann 2003). 

Apart from magnetite and maghemite, the only other iron oxide displaying magnetic 

behavior is feroxyhyte. However, this ferric oxide-hydroxide is only formed under high 

pressure conditions, e.g. in the depths of oceans and seas, and rapidly transforms to 

goethite when exposed to air (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003). 

1.1.2 The principals of iron homeostasis and storage 

Iron as a mineral is essential for life, but it forms insoluble iron oxides under physiological 

conditions (Boyer und J. McCleary 1987): both ferrous and ferric iron are poorly soluble 

at neutral pH in aerobic environments, which poses a challenge for aerobic organisms 

that depend on ferric iron acquisition to maintain biological functions (Cornell und 

Schwertmann 2003). Furthermore, poorly chelated Fe2+ can lead to the formation of 

reactive oxygen species (ROS), which mediate cellular damage and are even suggested 

to play a role in certain neurodegenerative diseases (Badu-Boateng et al. 2017; Xiao et 

al. 2018). Thus, iron metabolism has to be tightly controlled and organisms have 

developed strategies both for the uptake and the storage of iron, usually as complexes 

with proteins or chelates (Reif 1992; Badu-Boateng et al. 2017). 

The role of ferritin in higher vertebrates 

The ferritin protein (E.C. 1.16.3.1) is widely distributed in vertebrates, invertebrates, 

plants, fungi and bacterial species (Crichton 1984; Carmona et al. 2014; Theil et al. 2013) 

and plays a crucial role in many biological and chemical processes involving iron and 

oxygen, including electron transfer, nitrogen fixation, deoxyribonucleotide synthesis, and 

detoxification of reactive oxygen species among others (Vladimirova und Kochev 2010; 

Honarmand Ebrahimi et al. 2015; Octave et al. 1983). First described in the late 1930’s 

as an iron-containing protein by Laufberger (Laufberger 1937), it has even been 

highlighted as important for the transition of anaerobic to aerobic life (Theil 2011). Ferritin 

fulfills a double function as the main intracellular iron storage protein supporting iron-
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dependent cellular processes and as an iron scavenger aiding in the detoxification of 

excess iron, thus keeping iron in a physiologically safe form while preventing ROS-

mediated oxidative damage (Baader et al. 1996; Roginsky et al. 1997; Reif 1992; 

Vladimirova und Kochev 2010; Theil 2011; Honarmand Ebrahimi et al. 2015; Treffry et 

al. 1992; Crichton 1984).  

Ferritins are spherical, cage-like proteins that form highly symmetric hollow nanospheres 

about 12 nm in diameter (Figure 1B, top) (Vladimirova und Kochev 2010; Theil 2011; 

Badu-Boateng und Naftalin 2019; Honarmand Ebrahimi et al. 2015; Crichton 1984). They 

self-assemble from 24 monomers, each of them consisting of a four-helix bundle (helices 

A to D) with a fifth short α-helix (E) at the C-terminal end tilted at a 60° angle (Toussaint 

et al. 2007; Vladimirova und Kochev 2010). The ferritin cavity can be filled with up to 

4,500 iron atoms forming ferrihydrite-like nanocrystals laced with phosphate, although 

under physiological conditions only 500-2,500 Fe/cage are stored (Reif 1992; Dognin 

und Crichton 1975; Vladimirova und Kochev 2010; Xiao et al. 2018; Badu-Boateng und 

Naftalin 2019; Badu-Boateng et al. 2017; Lawson et al. 1989; Treffry et al. 1992; Theil 

2011). Ferritin is a very robust protein which is not only stable in respect to heat, urea, 

and guanidine but also tolerates a broad pH range between 3 and 11 (Crichton 1984; 

Granick 1942; Theil et al. 2013). Due to these properties, ferritin has found many 

biotechnological applications, e.g. for the production of nanomaterials with a narrow, 

Figure 1| The role of iron in nature.  
A) Iron and iron oxides play an important role in various different scientific fields. Scheme adapted from 
(Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; Faivre 2016). B) Structure of the iron storage protein ferritin centered on 
a three-fold pore (top) and close-up of three ferritin monomers forming a three-fold pore (white triangle) as 
viewed from the inside of the shell (bottom). The ferroxidase sites are highlighted in yellow (site A), orange 
(site B) and red (site C). Structures were created with Chimera 1.14 based on PDB entry 2FHA and based 
on (Honarmand Ebrahimi et al. 2015; Toussaint et al. 2007). 
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defined size distribution and enhanced biocompatibility, for targeted drug delivery, and 

for the encapsulation of contrast agents such as fluorophores or radionucleotides (Theil 

et al. 2013; Honarmand Ebrahimi et al. 2015). 

Ferritins in bacteria and archaea are made up of only one subunit-type, whereas plants 

and animals have two different ferritin subunits termed light-chain and heavy-chain, 

which allows a tissue-specific control over mineralization (Theil 2011; Masuda et al. 

2010; Toussaint et al. 2007; Carmona et al. 2014). In general, L-chain rich ferritins show 

slower iron oxidation rates but better nucleation and storage capabilities and an overall 

improved iron mineralization (Badu-Boateng et al. 2017; Badu-Boateng und Naftalin 

2019; Carmona et al. 2014). While early works suggested the iron mineral forms in 

solution and is encased during ferritin assembly (Pape et al. 1968), iron uptake into intact 

ferritin shells via channels has been postulated in 1970 by Niederer et. al. (Niederer 

1970). Indeed, the heavy-chain subunit was demonstrated to contain a ferroxidase 

center buried within the four-helix bundle subunits (Lawson et al. 1989; Lawson et al. 

1991; Toussaint et al. 2007; Honarmand Ebrahimi et al. 2015) enabling fast oxidation of 

ferrous to ferric iron. The light-chain subunits, on the other hand, are thought to contain 

a nucleation site thus aiding the nucleation process (Theil 2011; Badu-Boateng et al. 

2017; Honarmand Ebrahimi et al. 2015; Toussaint et al. 2007) and were also suggested 

to manage electron transfer across the protein shell (Carmona et al. 2014). Further 

structural analysis of ferritin crystal structures reveled that each heavy-chain subunit 

contains three metal-binding sites (Figure 1B, bottom), which are heavily conserved 

among heavy-chain ferritins (Lawson et al. 1991; Lawson et al. 1989; Treffry et al. 1992). 

In human H-chain ferritin, site A coordinates one iron atom via the amino acid residues 

Glu27 and His65 and site B via Glu107; in addition, the residue Glu62 bridges the two 

iron atoms via its two oxygen atoms (Toussaint et al. 2007; Treffry et al. 1992; Lawson 

et al. 1991; Lawson et al. 1989; Honarmand Ebrahimi et al. 2015). These two sites are 

thought to constitute the di-iron ferroxidase center (Toussaint et al. 2007; Lawson et al. 

1991; Lawson et al. 1989). The third binding site, C, is located closer to the inner surface 

of the cavity and coordinates another iron atom via the residues His60, Glu64 and Glu67 

(Toussaint et al. 2007; Lawson et al. 1991). Other amino acid resides such as Tyr34, 

Glu61 and Gln141 have also been reported to be directly involved in iron coordination at 

one of the three sites (Lawson et al. 1991; Masuda et al. 2010), but these findings could 

not be supported by other reports (Toussaint et al. 2007; Treffry et al. 1992). 

The general process of iron uptake into ferritin was postulated as a multistep process, 

where iron upon its delivery is transferred to the ferroxidase center (sites A and B) and 

oxidized before nucleation is initiated at specific sites on the inner cavity surface (Lawson 

et al. 1991; Masuda et al. 2010; Toussaint et al. 2007; Honarmand Ebrahimi et al. 2015; 

Boyer und J. McCleary 1987). While a potential narrow 1-fold channel has been 

predicted by molecular dynamics simulations leading from the protein surface directly to 

the ferroxidase centers (Honarmand Ebrahimi et al. 2015; Lawson et al. 1991), it is in 

general assumed that iron enters through eight hydrophilic three-fold channels (Boyer 
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und J. McCleary 1987; Theil 2011; Masuda et al. 2010; Crichton 1984; Theil et al. 2013). 

After its uptake, ferrous iron is sequentially oxidized at the di-iron ferroxidase center 

consisting of the sites A and B using O2 or H2O2 as the electron acceptor, and is has 

been postulated that site A binds iron first as the affinity of site B for iron is low when A 

is empty (Toussaint et al. 2007; Badu-Boateng et al. 2017; Theil 2011; Honarmand 

Ebrahimi et al. 2015; Treffry et al. 1992). The role of the third iron binding site C in the 

overall process is still not clear even though this site can also clearly bind iron; however, 

it has been suggested to serve as a gateway translocating iron into and out of the 

ferroxidase center (Lawson et al. 1991; Toussaint et al. 2007; Honarmand Ebrahimi et 

al. 2015).  

As ferritin is meant as a temporary storage rather than a terminal iron sink, iron has to 

be released again to partake in cellular processes. However, an uncontrolled release of 

iron could not only disrupt the cellular iron metabolism, but also lead to the production of 

ROS and thus cause damage to DNA, lipids and proteins (Reif 1992; Baader et al. 1996). 

Therefore, iron release from ferritin has to be regulated, and two potential mechanisms 

are being proposed. One option would be the proteolytic degradation of the ferritin 

protein shell inside lysosomes, which would allow to access the complete ferrihydrite 

mineral; however, this process is mostly uncontrolled and therefore potentially toxic 

(Badu-Boateng und Naftalin 2019; Badu-Boateng et al. 2017). It is thus more likely that 

iron is released by reducing ferric iron on the surface of the ferrihydrite core to more 

soluble ferrous iron (Bienfait und van den Briel, M. L. 1980; Dognin und Crichton 1975; 

Theil 2011). This method either requires reductants that can enter the core via diffusion 

through three-fold channels or electron tunneling through the ferritin shell or the 

hydrophobic four-fold channels via an electron transport chain (Badu-Boateng et al. 

2017; Badu-Boateng und Naftalin 2019; Vladimirova und Kochev 2010; Bienfait und van 

den Briel, M. L. 1980; Crichton 1984). In experiments, a reductive release of iron from 

ferritin was, for example, triggered by thiols, flavins, superoxide, nitric oxide and different 

reducing agents such as ascorbate, cysteine or glutathione as well as by siderophores 

and catecholamides with different release rates (Boyer und J. McCleary 1987; Sirivech 

et al. 1974; Baader et al. 1996; Roginsky et al. 1997; Mazur et al. 1955; Reif 1992; 

Dognin und Crichton 1975). While it remains controversial whether Fe2+ generated inside 

the ferritin cavity requires a chelator to be mobilized from ferritin (Watt et al. 1985; Boyer 

und J. McCleary 1987; Reif 1992; Roginsky et al. 1997) or whether it can exit the protein 

shell via the respective channels (Vladimirova und Kochev 2010; Badu-Boateng et al. 

2017; Badu-Boateng und Naftalin 2019; Theil 2011), a reductive dissolution of ferrihydrite 

in either case allows for controlled iron mobilization, thus minimizing the risk of toxic side 

effects for organisms. 
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1.2 Encapsulins and their role in bacterial metabolism 

The first encapsulin was originally described as a large proteinaceous aggregate 

composed of a single monomer subunit with bacteriocin activity isolated from 

Brevibacterium linens M18 (Valdés-Stauber und Scherer 1994), and few years later 

homologous multi-subunit proteins were discovered in Mycobacterium tuberculosis 

(Rosenkrands et al. 1998) and in Thermotoga maritima (Tm), which was described as a 

homo-multimeric protease of large globular structure with gene sequence homology to 

the B. linens bacteriocin (Hicks et al. 1998). The third encapsulin, discovered in 

Pyrococcus furiosus almost a decade later (Namba et al. 2005), was originally 

characterized as a non-infectious virus-like particle devoid of nucleic acids (Akita et al. 

2007) before all three structures were recognized as belonging to a widespread family 

of conserved bacterial proteins, which were re-named as encapsulins (Sutter et al. 2008). 
Encapsulins (enc) are proteinaceous nano-compartments found in bacteria and archaea 

sharing a HK97-like fold despite having only low amino acid identity (Akita et al. 2007), 
and they can encapsulate cargo proteins via a short, conserved N- or C-terminal 

targeting peptide (Giessen 2016; Sutter et al. 2008; McHugh et al. 2014; Sigmund et al. 

2018; Giessen und Silver 2017). Interestingly, the HK97-fold is found not only in bacterial 

viruses but also in human herpes viruses and encapsulins of archaeal origin, hinting at 

a common evolutionary root linking all three domains of life (Heinemann et al. 2011; 

Sutter et al. 2008). It was thus suggested that encapsulins could be of viral origin with 

an HK97-ancestor that emerged before the bacterial and archaeal kingdoms separated 

(Sutter et al. 2008; Heinemann et al. 2011; Akita et al. 2007). A recent study identified 

909 putative encapsulin systems in different bacteria and archaea, as well as several 

new cargo types such as haem-erythrins, di-iron proteins and a copper nitrite reductase-

hydroxylamine oxidoreductase (NIR-HAO) fusion construct (Giessen und Silver 2017), 

indicating a vast potential in the field of encapsulin research. 
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Chapter 2| Materials and Methods 

All chemicals were purchased from Sigma Aldrich or Merck if not stated otherwise. 

Deionized and ultrapure water were autoclaved before use. 

2.1 Preparation of ferrihydrite particles and ferritin 

Naked ferrihydrite particles were prepared and supplied by our collaboration partner 

Carolin Hartmann as described in (Hartmann et al. 2019) and stored dry at room 

temperature in the dark. For transformation experiments, 10 mg of ferrihydrite particles 

were incubated in 500 µl of indicated buffer in the dark with periodic mixing as indicated 

for each experiment. For Raman analysis, samples were vortexed to mix well and 50 µl 

were supplied for measurements performed by Carolin Hartmann (TU München).  

Artificial lysosomal fluid (ALF) 10x buffer was prepared based on (Stopford et al. 2003; 

Thélohan und Meringo 1994) according to Table 1 and the pH was adjusted to either 4.6 

or 7.4 with 1 M sodium hydroxide. Autoclaved buffer was stored at 4 °C and freshly 

diluted with Milli-Q water directly before use. 400 µL protein solution with known 

concentration were dialyzed against 1 L ALF 1x buffer for 24 h at 4 °C with constant 

stirring using Slide-A-LyzerTM Dialysis Cassettes (ThermoFisher Scientific) with a 

molecular weight cut-off of 10,000. After incubation, samples were centrifuged at 

13,000 rpm for 10 min and protein concentration of the supernatant was determined 

using the PierceTM BCA Protein Assay Kit (ThermoFisher Scientific). Samples were 

analyzed with Native-PAGE according to chapter 2.2.2. Pellet and supernatant were 

stored at 4 °C; the supernatant was dialyzed against 50 mM HEPES buffer for 24 h at 

4 °C using Slide-A-LyzerTM dialysis cassettes (ThermoFisher Scientific) before storage. 
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Table 1| Composition of artificial lysosomal fluid (ALF) 10x buffer.   

Compound Chemical formula c [g/L] c [mol/L] 

Trisodium citrate dihydrate Na3C6H5O7 0.077 2.6 ∙ 10-4 

Sodium hydroxide NaOH 6.000 1.5 ∙ 10-1 

Citric acid C6H8O7 20.800 1.1 ∙ 10-1 

Magnesium chloride MgCl2 0.050 5.3 ∙ 10-4 

Sodium chloride NaCl 3.210 5.5 ∙ 10-2 

Disodium phosphate Na2HPO4 0.071 5.0 ∙ 10-4 

Sodium sulfate Na2SO4 0.039 2.7 ∙ 10-4 

Calcium chloride dihydrate CaCl2 • 2 H2O 0.128 8.7 ∙ 10-4 

Glycine C2H5NO2 0.059 7.9 ∙ 10-4 

Sodium tartrate Na2C4H4O6 0.090 3.9 ∙ 10-4 

Sodium lactate C3H5NaO3 0.085 7.6 ∙ 10-4 

Sodium pyruvate C3H3NaO3 0.086 7.8 ∙ 10-4 

2.2 Molecular Biology Techniques 

2.2.1 Construct design and plasmid preparation 

Primers, gBlocks and plasmid constructs were designed using Geneious Prime software. 

Enzymes were purchased from New England Biolabs. Sequencing was performed by 

Eurofins Genomics (Eurofins). Primer and gBlocks were purchased from IDT DNA and 

cloned into the appropriate vector backbone using restriction digestion followed by 

ligation or Gibson Assembly.  

For gene expression in bacterial cultures, the gene of interest was inserted into the 

multiple cloning site (MCS) of pRSFDuetTM-1 backbone (Novagene) either via restriction 

digestion followed by ligation or via Gibson Assembly designed using the program 

NEBuilder Assembly Tool. PCR reactions were performed with Q5 High-Fidelity 2x 

Master mix (New England Biolabs) in 25 µl reaction volume containing final 

concentrations of 0.5 µM of each forward and reverse primer. The PCR program 

contained an initial denaturation step at 98 °C (30 sec), 35 cycles of denaturation at 98 

°C (10 sec), primer annealing (20 sec) at a primer-specific temperature calculated 

according to the NEB Tm calculator (New England Biolabs) and elongation at 72 °C (30 

seconds / kB), and a final elongation step at 72 °C (3 min). Restriction digestions were 
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planned using the NEBcloner program; double digestions were performed in 50 µl 

reaction volume using the recommended buffer and incubated for 10 min at 37 °C. 

Digested constructs were either purified via gel electrophoresis or via the Monarch 

PCR&DNA clean-up kit (New England Biolabs). For Gibson Assemblies, the NEBuilder 

HiFi DNA Assembly Master Mix was used and reactions were set up according to the 

manufacturer with a vector:insert ratio of 1:2 using 100 ng vector and sample incubation 

at 50 °C for 15 min. Obtained vector constructs were transformed into OneShot Top10 

chemically competent E. coli (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or NEB Stable Competent E. coli 

(High Efficiency) (New England Biolabs) and plated on LB-agar plates containing the 

respective antibiotics. Sequence insertion was tested via colony-PCR using DreamTaq 

Green DNA-Polymerase 2x Master Mix (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the 

manufacturer using single colonies of transformed E. coli as template. Correct sequence 

identity was confirmed by sequencing of DNA prepared with QIAprep Spin Miniprep Kit 

(Qiagen) or PureYield Plasmid Maxiprep System (Promega).  

2.2.2 Gel electrophoresis 

Protein extraction from mammalian cells was performed using M-Per Mammalian Protein 

Extraction Reagent (Thermo Fisher Scientific) containing a protease inhibitor cocktail 

(Sigma-Aldrich). In brief, cells were washed twice with DPBS, M-Per was added as 

specified in the user’s manual and cells were incubated for 15 min on an orbital shaker. 

Samples were centrifuged at 13,000 rpm in a table-top centrifuge for 5 min to spin down 

debris and protein extracts were stored at -20 °C until use. 

Agarose gel electrophoresis 

For electrophoresis of DNA, 1 % agarose gels were prepared in Tris-acetate-EDTA 

(TAE) buffer. For DNA purification from agarose gels, the Monarch DNA Gel Extraction 

Kit was used according to the manufacturer. A 2-Log DNA Ladder ranging from 0.1 – 

10.0 kb (New England Biolabs) was added to each gel as a marker. 

SDS-PAGE 

Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) gel electrophoresis of proteins was performed with a Mini-

PROTEAN Tetra cell system (Bio-Rad) using 12 % Mini-PROTEAN TGX Precast Protein 

Gels (Bio-Rad). Protein extracts were mixed with equal volumes of Laemmli sample 

buffer (Sigma-Aldrich) and incubated at 95 °C for 5 min. After heating, samples were 

either frozen at -20 °C or freshly loaded onto gels. Gels were run with 1x 

Tris/Glycine/SDS buffer (Bio-Rad) for 45 min at 200 V. As a marker, PageRulerTM Plus 

Prestained Protein Ladder was loaded onto each gel. 
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Blue-Native PAGE 

Blue-Native PAGE (BN-PAGE) was performed on XCell SureLock Mini-Cell 

Electrophoresis System (Thermo Fisher Scientific) using pre-cast NovexTM NativePAGE 

3.12 % Bis-Tris protein gels (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Samples were mixed with 4x 

NativePAGE Sample Buffer (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and 35 µL were loaded on pre-

cast 10-well gels. Anode and Light Blue Cathode Buffer were prepared according to the 

user’s manual and gels were run for 2 h at 150 V. 

Coomassie Staining 

For protein stainings of BN-PAGE and SDS-PAGE gels, Bio-SafeTM Coomassie Stain 

(Bio-Rad) was used. Gels were washed twice for 5 min with deionized water, Coomassie 

stain was added to cover the gels and incubated for 30-60 min with gentle shaking. 

Coomassie solution was discarded and gels were washed with deionized water until 

protein bands became visible. 

DAB-PB Staining 

Diaminobenzidine (DAB)-enhanced Prussian Blue staining was adapted from Meguro et. 

al. with minor modifications (Meguro et al. 2007). Gels were washed twice with deionized 

water, incubated in freshly prepared 2 % potassium hexacyanoferrate (II) solution in 

10 % HCl for 30-45 min at room temperature and again washed with deionized water for 

3x 5 min. DAB-enhancement was done with a freshly prepared solution of PBS 

containing 0.025 % DAB and 0.005 % H2O2 for 30 min in the dark. 

Silver Staining 

For silver staining of SDS-gels the ProteoSilverTM Silver Stain Kit (Sigma-Aldrich) was 

used according to the manufacturer. Fixing solution and 30 % ethanol solution were 

prepared and stored at room temperature until use, sensitizer solution, silver solution 

and developer solution were prepared freshly before use. In brief, 50 ml fixing solution 

was added to the gel in a clean tray, heated in a microwave for 30 sec and incubated at 

room temperature for 5 min before decanting. The gel was washed with 50 ml 30 % EtOH 

solution for 10 min followed by three washing steps with ultrapure water. Then 50 ml 

sensitizer solution was added, the gel was heated in a microwave for 30 sec and 

incubated at room temperature for 2 min. Solution was decanted and gel was washed 

twice with ultrapure water, each time heating for 30 sec in a microwave and incubating 

for 2 min at room temperature. 50 ml silver solution was added, the gel was again heated 

for 30 sec and incubated for 2 min before washing with ultrapure water for 60 sec. The 

gel was developed by adding 50 ml developer solution and incubated for 3-5 min until 

the desired staining intensity was achieved. To stop the reaction, 5 ml of Stop solution 
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was added directly to the Developer solution, the gel was incubated for 5 min and then 

washed twice with ultrapure water. 

2.2.3 Protein expression and purification 

To express StrepTag-II tagged encapsulins in E. coli BL21(DE3), 0.5 ml lysogeny broth 

medium containing the appropriate antibiotics was inoculated at 37 °C. At an OD600 of 

about 0.6, protein expression was induced with 0.5 mM isopropyl-β-D-

thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) for 24 h at room temperature under constant shaking. 

Cultures were pelleted by centrifugation at 5000 rpm for 15 min and either stored 

at -20 °C or immediately lysed. For lysis, bacterial pellets were resuspended in cold lysis 

buffer (100 mM Tris-HCl, 150 mM NaCl) containing protease-inhibitor cocktail (Roche) 

and sonicated 4x 3 min on ice. The lysate was centrifuged at 15,000 g for 20 min and 

filtered through 0.22 µm syringe filters with PES membranes (Millex-GP). 

StrepTag-II tagged encapsulins were purified from cleared E. coli lysate using 10 ml 

Strep-TactinXT Superflow high capacity column (IBA) according to the manufacturer.  

FLAG-tag purification of encapsulins from HEK 293T (see chapter 2.3 for protein 

expression) was performed in batch format using Anti-FLAG M2 affinity gel (Sigma-

Adrich) according to the manufacturer. In short, cleared cell lysate was incubated with 

pre-equilibrated resin for 2 h at 4 °C on a rotary shaker. Afterwards, the flow-through was 

collected and the resin was washed with five column volumes (CV) of TBS. To elute 

bound protein, the resin was incubated with 100 µg/ml of 3x FLAG tag peptide (Sigma-

Aldrich) for 30 min at 4 °C on a rotary shaker before eluate was collected. Elution 

fractions were kept at 4 °C until further analysis. 

2.2.3 Ferroxidase activity measurement 

For ferroxidase activity measurements, cargo-loaded encapsulins were purified from 

HEK 293T cells as described earlier. Protein concentrations of both shell and cargo were 

determined densitometrical and 16 μM of QtIMEF or MxBCD inside the respective 

encapsulin shells were incubated with 50 Fe2+ per cargo in TBS buffer (pH 7.4). The 

absorption of Fe3+ was monitored at 350 nm for 20 min in a plate reader (SpectraMax 

M5, Molecular Devices). For background correction, the absorption of free iron in buffer 

was recorded in parallel and subtracted from all measured values. 
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2.3 Cell Culture Techniques 

Human embryonic kidney cells (HEK 293T, ATCC: CRL-11268) were cultivated in 

advanced Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM, Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

supplemented with 10 % fetal bovine serum (FBS), 2 mM Glutamax (Thermo Fisher 

Scientific) and 100 U/ml penicillin/streptomycin solution (Thermo Fisher Scientific) at 

37 °C in a humidified atmosphere containing 5 % CO2. Cells were passaged using 

accutase solution (Sigma-Aldrich) for detachement, and the CountessTM II Automated 

Cell Counter (Thermo Fisher Scientific) was used to determine cell numbers for seeding. 

2.3.1 Transient transfection and iron loading 

Cells were transfected with X-tremeGENE HP (Roche) according to the manufacturer. 

DNA amounts of shell and cargo were kept constant in all transient transfections unless 

noted otherwise. To express recombinant encapsulins with cargo proteins, 70 % of the 

total DNA amount encoded the shell and 30 % encoded the respective cargo. For low-

level Zip14 co-expression, the amount of shell DNA was reduced to 65 % and 5 % Zip14-

DNA was used. For co-expression of two cargos, the amount shell DNA was 70 % and 

the DNA amount of each cargo was split equally.  

Iron loading was facilitated by supplementing cell culture medium with freshly prepared 

ferrous ammonium sulfate (FAS) at the indicated concentrations 24 h after transfection. 

2.3.2 Protein purification from cells 

For protein purification or expression analysis, cells were harvested between 24 and 48 h 

after transfection and lysed using M-PER mammalian protein extraction reagent (Pierce 

Biotechnology) containing a mammalian protease-inhibitor cocktail (Roche). Cell debris 

was spun down at 10,000 g for 5 min and cleared lysates were kept at 4 °C until analysis. 

Protein concentration was either determined by measuring the absorbance at 280 nm or 

using the PierceTM BCA Protein Assay Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) according to the 

manufacturer.  

2.3.3 Quantification of cellular iron content 

The iron content of cell lysates was quantified using a commercial Iron Assay Kit (Sigma-

Aldrich) according to the manufacturer. In short, cleared cell supernatant was incubated 

with iron reducer solution for 30 min at room temperature to reduce Fe3+ to Fe2+ before 

the iron probe solution was added. The reaction was incubated for further 60 min at room 

temperature and absorbance was measured at 593 nm using a plate reader (SpectraMax 
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M5, Molecular Devices). To calculate iron concentrations, a standard curve was plotted 

for the range of 0−14 μM iron. 

2.4 Imaging methods  

2.4.1 Fluorescence microscopy 

Fluorescence microscopy of cells was performed on an EVOS M5000 Imaging System 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific) equipped with the EVOS Light Cubes DAPI, GFP and RFP. 

Cells were either imaged live after changing the medium or fixed. For fixation, cells were 

washed twice with DPBS and incubated with 4 % paraformaldehyde solution in PBS for 

10 min in the dark. 

2.4.2 Magnetic resonance imaging 

MR images were acquired with a Bruker BioSpec 94/20 USR, 9.4 T system equipped 

with an RF RES 400 1H 112/072 Quad TR AD resonator.  

For relaxivity calculations of protein solutions, four different protein concentrations were 

measured in modified 384 well plates (Thermo Fisher Scientific). All wells surrounding a 

sample were filled with the corresponding sample buffer to allow for accurate buffer 

correction. T2-measurements were performed using a multi-slice multi-echo (MSME) 

sequence with a repetition time (TR) of 6000 ms, 30 echoes, an echo spacing of 20 ms, 

a flip angle of 90°, a field of view of 60×60 mm and an image size of 256×256 pixels. 

For T2*-measurements performed on cell pellets, HEK 293T cells were transfected and 

incubated with FAS as described in chapter 2.3.1 for 48 h. Cells were washed with DPBS 

three times, detached with accutase solution and pelleted at 500 g for 4 min. Pellets were 

resuspended in 800 µl DPBS and transferred to cryobank vials (Thermo Fisher Scientific) 

containing 50 µL of hardened 1 % agarose. In the vials, cells were spun down for 2 min 

at 2,000 g to obtain a pellet on top of the agarose and immediately used for MRI. 

Measurements were performed in a custom-made holder filled with DPBS and higher 

order shims were used for all measurements. T2*-values were calculated based on a 

multiple gradient echo (MGE) sequence with a TR of 800 ms, 12 echoes with an echo 

spacing of 4.5 ms, a flip angle of 50°, a field of view of 65×65 mm and an image size of 

256×256 pixels. Relaxation times were calculated using the Image Sequence Analysis 

Tool from Bruker BioSpin MRI GmbH. 
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2.4.3 Magnetometry measurements 

SQUID and VSM measurements were performed by Prof. Dr. Michael Winklhofer 

(Institute for Biological and Environmental Sciences, Carl von Ossietzky University 

Oldenburg) and Dr. Ulf Wiewald (Faculty of Physics and Center for Nanointegration 

(CENIDE), University of Duisburg-Essen). 

2.4.4 Electron microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy was kindly performed by Martina Schifferer and 

Thomas Misgeld (German Center for Neurodegenerative Diseases, DZNE) as described 

in (Sigmund et al. 2019). 

Cryo-electron microscopy reconstructions were kindly performed by Massimo Kube, 

Fabian Schneider and Hendrik Dietz (Laboratory for Biomolecular Design, Department 

of Physics, Technical University of Munich) as described in (Sigmund et al. 2019). 

For manual segmentation of encapsulin particles in TEM images of cells, 100 particles 

were manually marked as regions of interest (ROI) and the diameters as well as the 

histograms of each nano-compartment were calculated using ImageJ.   
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Chapter 3| Results 

The aim of this doctoral thesis was to develop and characterize interfaces for imaging 

and manipulation of cells. In the first part of this work, the possibility of transforming a 

pre-existing biologically relevant non-magnetic iron mineral into a magnetic iron mineral 

was assessed experimentally. In the next steps, a new encapsulin system was 

characterized and its applicability as an iron-biomineralizing protein nano-compartment 

for magnetic resonance imaging and magnetic manipulation of cells was evaluated. In 

addition, application of encapsulins for non-magnetic imaging methods such as electron 

microscopy was demonstrated. 

In a preceding publication (Massner et al. 2018), we demonstrate that magnetoferritin, 

which is obtained by synthesizing magnetite under in vitro conditions inside the ferritin 

shell, can be used not only as a contrast agent for magnetic resonance imaging, but also 

as an actuator for cell ablation in magnetic hyperthermia. Our magnetic characterizations 

of magnetoferritin revealed an increase of more than 400 % in relaxivity r2 per iron 

compared to ferritin, and MRI contrast obtained from cells was enhanced more than 80-

fold upon receptor-mediated uptake and accumulation inside lysosomes. In addition, we 

were able to demonstrate sorting of magnetoferritin-containing cells in magnetic fields 

as well as ablation via magnetic hyperthermia, which demonstrated that magnetoferritin 

can also act as a biological interface to manipulate cells. However, while our results 

clearly suggested that magnetoferritin is suitable both as a contrast agent and as an 

actuator, its applicability as a genetic interface was severely limited by the in vitro 

synthesis of the magnetite core, which only allowed semi-genetic applications in 

combination with a ferritin uptake receptor. Thus, in the following chapter strategies will 

be evaluated to transform pre-existing ferrihydrite inside the ferritin shell into magnetite 

to generate a fully genetically encoded magnetic protein similar to magnetoferritin.  
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3.1 Reductive transformation of ferrihydrite 

Ferrihydrite is among the first iron oxide phases to form in nature as it can rapidly 

precipitate from Fe3+ solutions, and as a thermodynamically unstable mineral it easily 

transforms into more stable iron oxides, thus serving as a precursor for better crystalline 

phases (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; Cudennec und Lecerf 2006; Hansel et al. 

2005). However, transformation reactions of iron oxides to magnetite usually involve 

elevated temperatures and basic pH and all of them are performed at anaerobic or 

microaerobic conditions (Cudennec und Lecerf 2006; Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; 

Hansel et al. 2005; Kukkadapu et al. 2003; Liu et al. 2007; Schwertmann und Murad 

1983). Thus, possible transformations of ferrihydrite were studied under biologically 

relevant conditions in the following, most importantly under strictly aerobic conditions 

and at room temperature. Three different methods for converting ferrihydrite to magnetite 

based on pH, different reducing agents, or ascorbic acid (asc, vitamin C) are tested with 

naked ferrihydrite particles. In a second step, the possibility to transform the ferrihydrite 

core of ferritin is evaluated both in vitro and in cell culture to assess to possibility of 

magnetizing ferritin in a biologically relevant context. 

3.1.1 Transformation of naked ferrihydrite particles 

Ferrihydrite particles in a low nanometer size range were synthesized and provided in 

dried form by our project partners Carolin Hartmann and Natasha Ivleva (Institute of 

Hydrochemistry, TU Munich). Particle identity was confirmed by Raman micro-

spectroscopy, Mössbauer spectroscopy and X-ray diffraction analysis (Hartmann et al. 

2019). Raman spectroscopy measurements were performed by Carolin Hartmann 

(Institute of Hydrochemistry, TU Munich), SQUID and VSM measurements were 

performed by Dr. Ulf Wiedwald (Universität Duisburg-Essen). 

pH-based changes in mineral phase 

In a first test, triggering of ferrihydrite transformation was tested in acidic and basic 

conditions. pH is an important variable in the synthesis of iron nanoparticles, which 

usually occurs at slightly basic conditions. On the other hand, ferrihydrite was suggested 

to be degraded at acidic conditions in lysosomes when iron has to be mobilized in vivo 

(Lawrence und Zoncu 2019; Asano et al. 2011). 
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To test whether a pH-based transformation of ferrihydrite can occur, 10 mg ferrihydrite 

nanoparticles were mixed with different buffers in a pH-range of 4 to 9 either with or 

without an additional spiking of 50 mM ferrous ammonium sulfate (FAS) and incubated 

at room temperature in an overhead shaker. After four weeks, an aliquot was taken for 

Raman analysis. As can be seen in Figure 2A, all samples without FAS addition showed 

no transformation regardless of the pH, whereas samples with 50 mM FAS added 

showed clear changes in a pH range of 5-8. Ferrihydrite incubated at pH 5 with 50 mM 

FAS was transformed completely to lepidocrocite as indicated by the two prominent 

peaks around 250 cm-1 and 380 cm-1. In contrast, ferrihydrite incubation at pH 7 or pH 8 

with 50 mM FAS triggered the transformation to goethite with peaks at 300 cm-1 and 

390 cm-1. Interestingly, strongly acidic or basic conditions (pH 4 or 9) did not lead to a 

transformation, indicating a narrow pH tolerance.  

Reductive transformation triggered by reducing agents 

The second hypothesis for ferrihydrite transformation to magnetite is based on the 

addition of reducing agents. As has been speculated for chitons, the only known aerobic 

organism where bio-organic magnetite synthesis was demonstrated (Lee et al. 1998; 

Nemoto et al. 2019), a partial reduction of ferric iron to ferrous iron on the surface could 

lead to a local mineral phase change from ferrihydrite (consisting only of ferric iron) to 

magnetite (consisting of a mixture of ferric and ferrous iron).  

Figure 2| Raman analysis of naked iron particles.  
Ferrihydrite particles with or without addition of 50 mM FAS were incubated at room temperature for four 
weeks at pH 5, 7, or 8 before analysis. A) Samples mixed with 50 mM FAS showed changes in Raman 
spectra indicating transformation of ferrihydrite to lepidocrocite (pH 5, blue curve) or goethite (pH 7 and 8, 
green and purple curves, respectively). Measurements were performed by Dr. Carolin Hartmann at the 
Institute of Hydrochemistry, TU München. (Hartmann 2019) B) Schematic of the proposed pH-dependent 
ferrihydrite transformation. 
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To test this hypothesis, 100 mM of different reducing agents were added to 10 mg 

ferrihydrite in 100 mM HEPES buffer pH 7.4 and incubated at room temperature for 21 

days with sporadic mixing. The chosen reducing agents pyruvate, acetate, and lactate 

all have biological relevance, e.g., as components in metabolic pathways or as building 

blocks for biosynthesis. 

Addition of pyruvate or lactate did not lead to any changes in the Raman spectra, as can 

be seen in Figure 3. In contrast, ferrihydrite samples incubated with acetate showed a 

small shoulder in their Raman spectra at 665 cm-1, which could indicate that a minor part 

of ferrihydrite was transformed to magnetite.  

Reductive transformation via dual-purpose reducing agent and oxygen scavenger 

As a third possibility to trigger the transformation of ferrihydrite to magnetite, the effect 

of ascorbic acid was evaluated. Ascorbic acid can have a dual function as a reducing 

agent acting directly on the iron mineral and as an oxygen scavenger decreasing the 

level of oxygen in the reaction mixture. As chemical synthesis of magnetite is performed 

under strictly anaerobic conditions (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; Faivre 2016), a local 

reduction of oxygen levels could be beneficial for the process of reductive transformation. 

Figure 3| Raman analysis of naked iron mineral particles incubated with different reducing agents.  
Ferrihydrite particles (control, light grey) were incubated with 100 mM sodium pyruvate (light blue), sodium 
acetate (blue), or sodium lactate (purple) for 21 days at room temperature. Raman analysis showed a small 
shoulder at ~670 cm-1 (red arrow) after incubation with sodium acetate, whereas the mineral spectra did 
not change for the other conditions. Measurements were performed by Dr. Carolin Hartmann at the Institute 
of Hydrochemistry, TU München. (Hartmann 2019) 
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To test this hypothesis, 10 mg ferrihydrite in 100 mM HEPES pH 7.4 were mixed with 

100 mM asc and incubated at room temperature for 14 days before Raman and X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed in collaboration with Carolin Hartmann 

(TU Munich) and Dr. Damien Faivre (Max Planck Institute of Colloids and Interfaces), 

respectively. As can be seen in Figure 4A, addition of ascorbic acid (light blue curve) 

significantly changed the Raman spectrum compared to controls without asc (dark blue). 

While the peak at 715 cm-1 indicating the presence of ferrihydrite is still visible, it is 

significantly narrower which can indicate a higher order of crystallinity. Furthermore, a 

second peak at 665 cm-1 appeared after addition of asc, which is indicative of magnetite. 

Overall, the Raman analysis of ferrihydrite incubated with ascorbic acid hints at a partial 

transformation to magnetite. To further evaluate the mineral composition after incubation 

with ascorbic acid, X-ray diffraction measurements were performed (Figure 4B). 

Compared to untreated control particles, ferrihydrite treated with asc shows additional 

peaks at 13, 21, 24, 30, 37 and 47 nm-1 (indicated with red arrowheads), which can be 

attributed to magnetite. 

In conclusion, it could be demonstrated that ferrihydrite is not an inert mineral and can 

be transformed to other iron oxide species under biologically relevant conditions. In 

particular, complete conversion to lepidocrocite or goethite can be triggered by pH-

changes in the presence of additional ferrous iron. On the other hand, a partial 

transformation to magnetite was observed upon addition of reducing agents, and this 

effect could be further enhanced by using a combination of reducing agent and oxygen 

scavenger. 

Figure 4| Mineral analysis of ferrihydrite particles treated with ascorbic acid.  
10 mg of ferrihydrite particles were incubated with 100 mM ascorbic acid for 14 days at room temperature. 
A) Raman analysis of ferrihydrite particles incubated with ascorbic acid (light blue) showed an additional 
peak at ~665 cm-1 compared to a control sample (dark blue). Measurements were performed by Dr. Carolin 
Hartmann at the Institute of Hydrochemistry, TU München. B) X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements showed 
additional peaks (red arrows) for ferrihydrite particles treated with ascorbic acid (light blue) compared to an 
untreated control sample (dark blue). XRD measurements were performed by Lucas Kuhrts. 
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However, while these experiments demonstrate possible ways of modulating iron oxide 

nanoparticles, biologically relevant ferrihydrite is stored inside ferritin and thus covered 

by a protein shell. Thus, in the next chapter the possibility of transferring these findings 

to protein-encapsulated ferrihydrite particles is evaluated.  

3.1.2 Transformation of ferrihydrite inside ferritin                                                                               

As previously published, ferritin that is taken up in HEK 293T cells via the Tim-2 pathway 

accumulates in lysosomes (Massner et al. 2018), which are acidic cellular compartments 

with a pH of 4.5-5 (Lawrence und Zoncu 2019). Considering the mineral transformation 

of naked ferrihydrite particles to goethite and lepidocrocite at low pH described in the 

previous chapter, the fate of ferrihydrite stored inside ferritin accumulated in lysosomes 

was investigated in this chapter. To this end, an in vitro study of ferritin in lysosome-

mimicking buffer was performed followed up by an analysis of purified lysosomes 

extracted from HEK 293T cells after long-term loading with ferritin. In addition, the effect 

of ascorbic acid as the most promising trigger of a transformation from ferrihydrite to 

magnetite was tested. 

The effect of ascorbic acid on ferritin in vitro 

In the previous chapter, ascorbic acid with its dual function as a reducing agent and an 

oxygen scavenger and its interaction with iron oxides has been shown to trigger a partial 

transformation from ferrihydrite to magnetite. To test the effect of asc on protein-

encapsulated ferrihydrite, 3 mg/ml of either ferrihydrite-containing ferritin (eFtH+L) or 

iron-depleted apo-ferritin (apo-eFtH+L) from equine spleen were mixed with or without 

100 mM ascorbic acid in 100 mM HEPES pH 7.4 and incubated for 5 h at 4 °C. 

Afterwards, samples were centrifuged and the supernatant was analyzed on Native 

PAGE regarding its protein and iron content. 

Incubation with ascorbic acid did not lead to protein losses compared to an untreated 

control condition as can be seen by the Coomassie protein stain on Native PAGE (Figure 

5A, upper panel), indicating that the highly stable ferritin is not affected on a protein level. 

However, iron staining of the gel revealed that ferritin incubated with asc lost its iron 

mineral core at least partially, which is in accordance with the visual evidence of a large 

brown pellet and the decoloring of the originally amber protein solution (Figure 5A, 

middle and bottom panels).  
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Effects of lysosomal environment on ferritin in an in vitro simulation 

The aggregation of iron atoms outside the ferritin protein shell after partial mineral 

degradation triggered by ascorbic acid seems to interfere with a direct transformation of 

ferrihydrite inside ferritin. However, as ferritin can be accumulated in lysosomes 

(Massner et al. 2018) which are known to have an acidic pH, the effects of such an 

environment on the stability of both protein shell and iron mineral were evaluated.  

To mimic the lysosomal environment in vitro, an artificial lysosomal fluid (ALF) buffer was 

prepared based on [ref]. 3.4 mg/ml ferritin was dialyzed for 24 h against either ALF pH 

4.6 or pH 7.4 as a control and centrifuged afterwards. Protein concentration 

determination of the supernatant after dialysis revealed that 89 % of initial protein could 

be recovered after incubation at neutral pH, whereas 83 % were recovered after 

incubation at acidic pH (Figure 6A). In addition, centrifugation yielded a brown pellet 

after incubation at acidic pH, while no pellet was visible for samples incubated at neutral 

pH. Further native PAGE analysis of the supernatant with an adjusted protein 

concentration of 1 mg/ml revealed that ferritin incubated at pH 4.6 shows a weaker signal 

in Prussian Blue staining and DAB-enhancement compared to control conditions (Figure 

6B), indicating a loss of iron inside the ferritin protein shell.  

To further investigate whether the acidic artificial lysosomal environment could have a 

potential effect on the iron oxide species precipitating outside the protein shell, ferritin 

was incubated in ALF buffer pH 4.6 for 11 or 27 days and centrifuged to obtain pellets. 

While a Raman analysis of these pellets was not possible due to low signal and strong 

background, magnetometry measurements on a superconducting quantum interference 

device (SQUID) performed in collaboration with Dr. Ulf Wiedwald (University of Duisburg-

Figure 5| The effect of ascorbic acid treatment on iron-loaded ferritin.  
Ferritin or apo-ferritin were mixed with or without ascorbic acid and incubated for 4 h at 4 °C. A) Native 
PAGE analysis showed no protein losses (Coomassie, upper panel, whereas the iron staining (Prussian 
Blue stain, middle panel) clearly indicated a loss of iron after incubation with asc compared to the control 
(red arrow). The bottom panel shows a large brown pellet for ferritin incubated with asc after centrifugation. 
B) Schematic of the proposed effect of ascorbic acid on ferritin. Asc can reduce ferric iron bound in the 
ferrihydrite core, the generated ferrous iron leaves the ferritin shell and auto-oxidizes to ferric iron in the 
buffer solution, which leads to precipitation of an insoluble iron-oxide outside the shell. 
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Essen) gave a weak but analyzable signal. Zero-field-cooling / field-cooling (ZFC/FC) 

curves (Figure 6C) showed a maximum at blocking temperatures TB of 9 K and 12 K for 

11 and 27 days, respectively. The narrow peaks at TB indicate a moderate particle size 

distribution, and the negative shift of both curves can be ascribed to diamagnetic 

properties of the material. Magnetization curves indicate superparamagnetic behavior 

and a coercivity HC at 2 K of 39 mT and 62 mT after 11 and 27 days of incubation, 

respectively. 

 

Analysis of purified lysosomes after long-term loading with ferritin 

While the ALF buffer mimics the chemical composition of the lysosomal lumen, this 

simulation of a lysosomal environment lacks the proteinaceous components of these 

organelles as well as the spatial restraints of about 1 µm / 0.5 µm3 (Lawrence und Zoncu 

2019). Thus, the effect of long-term ferritin accumulation on the magnetic properties of 

ferrihydrite in lysosomes was studied in mammalian cells.  

HEK 293T cells stably expressing the ferritin receptor Tim-2 were supplemented with 

300 µg/ml ferritin over 27 days and intact lysosomes were prepared for analysis. Raman 

spectra of lysosomes isolated from treated and untreated control cells showed peaks 

indicative of a complex biological sample, such as peaks for amino acids tyrosine, 

tryptophan and phenylalanine and for N-Cα-C or C-H stretches, as well as bands for 

primary and tertiary amides. The spectrum for lysosomes from ferritin-supplemented 

cells shows an additional band at 715 cm-1 not present in the control sample, which could 

be attributed to ferrihydrite (Figure 7A). However, the band is only weak, which could be 

Figure 6| Effect of in vitro simulated lysosomal environment on ferritin.  
A) 3.4 mg/ml ferritin solution was dialyzed against 1 L ALF buffer pH 7.4 or pH 4.6 for 24 h at 4 °C. 
Experiments were performed as n = 3 technical replicates. After incubation at pH 7.4 about 89 % of total 
protein could be recovered (blue), whereas recovery rates dropped to 83 % after incubation at pH 4.6 
(orange). Inserts above the graph show a small pellet after centrifugation of the sample at pH 4.6 (red arrow). 
B) Native PAGE analysis of supernatants shows reduced iron loading of ferritin after incubation at pH 4.6 
(top panel, Coomassie stain; middle panel, Prussian Blue stain; bottom panel, DAB-enhancement). 1 mg/ml 
ferritin was applied on all lanes. C) ZFC/FC curves of the pellets measured at 10 mT show a narrow peak 
with a TB of 9 K and 12 K after incubation for 11 and 27 days, respectively. Inset shows a zoom-in at the 
peak region. Measurement was performed by Dr. Ulf Wiedwald (Universität Duisburg-Essen). 
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due to an unfavorable ratio of ferrihydrite compared to biological matrix in the sample. 

Therefore, magnetic measurements on a SQUID were performed in addition to gain more 

information about the magnetic properties of lysosomes. The ZFC/FC curves of 

lysosomes purified from similarly treated cells show a widened peak at TB = 15 K 

indicating that the measured particles have a spread in size distribution. In addition, the 

curve is split up to a TB of ~100 K (Figure 7B), which indicates the presence of larger 

particles or agglomerates. 

In conclusion, the work presented in this chapter indicates that a partial reductive 

transformation of naked ferrihydrite particles to magnetite is possible under aerobic 

conditions and ambient temperatures in the presence of a suitable reducing agent, such 

as ascorbic acid. However, it proved to be difficult to transfer these findings to protein-

encapsulated ferrihydrite particles as diffusion of mobilized ferrous iron led to unwanted 

precipitation of iron oxides outside the protein shell and magnetite nucleation could not 

be induced. Similar problems occurred when using lysosomes as a biologically defined 

compartment for iron mineralization, as iron metabolism is tightly controlled in cells and 

a strict control of precise reaction conditions is difficult on a cellular level without a 

number of intrusive modifications. While a chemically triggered transformation of 

ferrihydrite in biological contexts seems to be complicated and hard to control, it stands 

to reason that an enzymatic solution could be desirable as sub-cellular enzyme 

localizations can be controlled on a genetic level, and thus introducing an enzyme to 

catalyze the reduction of ferric iron in ferrihydrite could aid potential transformation 

Figure 7| Analysis of lysosomes purified from HEK 293T cells after long-term ferritin 
supplementation.  
Cells stably expressing Tim-2 were supplemented with 300 µg/ml ferritin for 27 days before lysosomes were 
isolated. A) Raman analysis of purified lysosomes show a small peak at 715 cm-1 compared to untreated 
cells indicative of ferrihydrite. Measurements were performed by Dr. Carolin Hartmann at the Institute of 
Hydrochemistry, TU München. B) ZFC/FC curves of lysosomes show a TB peak at 15 K with a curve splitting 
up to a TB of 100 K, indicating the presence of larger particles or agglomerates. Measurement was 
performed by Dr. Ulf Wiedwald (Universität Duisburg-Essen). 
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processes. However, the ferritin cavity is too small to allow protein incorporation in this 

context, and a genetic targeting of cargo inside ferritin would only be possible by 

rationally designed fusion constructs which would require extensive screening for 

possible altered functionality. Thus, a relatively new class of large proteinaceous nano-

compartments called encapsulins were investigated for their potential to incorporate iron 

in the following chapter. 

3.2 Characterization of the Qt encapsulin system 

Encapsulins, which were originally characterized as bacteriocins or proteases (Valdés-

Stauber und Scherer 1994; Hicks et al. 1998), are proteinaceous nano-compartments 

found in bacteria and archaea consisting of a shell with HK97-like fold and cargo proteins 

targeted to the lumen via short C-terminal peptide targeting sequences (Giessen 2016; 

Sutter et al. 2008; McHugh et al. 2014). The first discovered cargo proteins were either 

ferritin-like proteins (Flp) or DyP-type peroxidases (Rahmanpour und Bugg 2013; Sutter 

et al. 2008), and while still little is known about the biological role of encapsulins, they 

are attributed roles in iron oxidation and detoxification as well as other redox processes 

and degradation activities (Giessen 2016; McHugh et al. 2014; Sutter et al. 2008). 

In this chapter, the encapsulin compartment of the soil bacterium Quasibacillus 

thermotolerans (Qt) is characterized in detail for the first time (Sigmund et al. 2019). In 

particular, the system was transferred to mammalian cells and the structure was solved 

using Cryo-electron microscopy. In addition, the function of the native cargo was 

analyzed and comparisons to already published encapsulin systems were drawn. 

3.2.1 Expression in mammalian cells 

In order to express the encapsulin system of Quasibacillus thermotolerans in mammalian 

cells, expression constructs were generated containing either the shell protein QtEnc 

fused with a C-terminal FLAG affinity tag (QtEnc-FLAG) or the cargo protein QtIMEF 

including the internal C-terminal targeting peptide QtSig (Figure 8A).  

To test assembly and cargo-targeting in mammalian cells, the shell and cargo proteins 

QtEnc-FLAG + QtIMEF were co-expressed in HEK 293T cells. Blue Native-PAGE (BN-

PAGE) analysis of cell lysates revealed a sharp, high molecular weight band above 

1.2 MDa, which runs higher than the protein band corresponding to T = 3 Myxococcus 

xanthus encapsulin (MxEnc) (Figure 8B). In addition, SDS-PAGE analysis after FLAG-

pulldown revealed that QtEnc and QtIMEF co-precipitate running at 32 and 23 kDa 

respectively, which proves that cargo targeting inside the shell via the internal QtSig 

sequence is successful (Figure 8C). In addition, densitometric analysis revealed that 

51 ± 1 % of total protein accounted for the shell and 49 ± 1 % for the cargo. DLS 
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measurements of empty and cargo-filled particles gave narrow size distribution 

histograms with average sizes of 39 and 40 nm for QtEnc and QtEnc + QtIMEF, 

respectively (Figure 8D). Taken together, these results clearly indicate that QtEnc self-

assembly as well as auto-targeting and encapsulation of the QtIMEF cargo protein work 

in HEK 293T cells, demonstrating a successful transfer of the Qt encapsulin system from 

the original bacterial organism to a mammalian model system. 

3.2.2 Structural analysis  

The first high-resolution structure of an encapsulin has already been published a decade 

ago (Akita et al. 2007), and several other encapsulin structures have been added to the 

protein data base in the meantime which where all classified as icosahedral structures 

with triangulation numbers of either T = 1 or T = 3 (Sutter et al. 2008; Giessen et al. 2019; 

McHugh et al. 2014; Lončar Nikola et al. 2020; Nichols et al. 2020). However, the 

Figure 8| Expression of the Qt encapsulin system in mammalian cells.  
A) Mammalian gene expression constructs encoding for the Quasibacillus thermotolerans (Qt) encapsulin 
system were generated consisting of the encapsulin shell fused to a C-terminal FLAG-tag (QtEnc-FLAG) 
and the cargo protein containing an internal C-terminal auto-targeting peptide sequence (QtIMEF-QtSig). B)
Cell lysates of HEK 293T cells expressing the Qt encapsulin system were analyzed on Blue Native-PAGE 
stained for protein with Coomassie. A high molecular weight band above 1.2 MDa was found. C) Coomassie-
stained SDS-PAGE of QtEnc-FLAG+QtIMEF purified via FLAG-pulldown showed a band at ~35 kDa for 
QtEnc and another band at ~23 kDa for QtIMEF co-precipitating with the shell. D) DLS measurements of 
empty QtEnc shells and QtEnc+QtIMEF gave a narrow size distribution histogram with average diameters 
of 39 and 40 nm for QtEnc and QtEnc+QtIMEF, respectively. Data were published in (Sigmund et al. 2019).
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biochemical data obtained in the previous chapter suggest that the Qt encapsulin could 

have a different icosahedral symmetry, and thus its structure was studied in more detail 

using cryo-electron microscopy in cooperation with the group of Prof. Dr. Hendrik Dietz 

(Laboratory for Biomolecular Design, Department of Physics, Technical University of 

Munich). As the encapsulin system is of bacterial origin and has been transferred to a 

mammalian system, both particles expressed in bacteria and in mammalian cells were 

analyzed and compared. 

While several T = 1 and T = 3 encapsulins have been described in literature (Akita et al. 

2007; McHugh et al. 2014; Sutter et al. 2008; Rahmanpour und Bugg 2013; Rosenkrands 

et al. 1998; Rurup et al. 2014; Valdés-Stauber und Scherer 1994; Hicks et al. 1998), the 

Qt encapsulin is the first to be reported with a T = 4 icosahedral symmetry. A comparison 

of MxEnc as a representative of the T = 3 encapsulin class and the T = 4 QtEnc shows 

several differences in the overall architecture of these encapsulins (Sigmund et al. 2019; 

Giessen et al. 2019) (Figure 9). In the T = 4 QtEnc, the asymmetric unit consists of three 

hexameric monomers and one pentameric monomer color-coded blue, green and light 

and dark purple in Figure 9B; thus the QtEnc monomer can take on four different 

conformations in total compared to three conformations in MxEnc (blue, light and dark 

purple). In both encapsulins, the five-fold symmetry axes are located at the center of the 

pentamers, while the localization of the other two symmetry axes differ. In QtEnc, the 

center of each hexamer represents a two-fold symmetry axis corresponding to an 

icosahedral edge, with the three-fold symmetry axis located at the conjunction of three 

hexamers. In contrast, the centers of hexameric capsomers in MxEnc correspond to 

three-fold symmetry axes, while the two-fold symmetry axes are located at the interface 

between two hexamers. 

Figure 9| Architecture of T=3 and T=4 encapsulins.  
Surface view of the T=3 Mx encapsulin (A) and the T=4 Qt encapsulin (B) centered on two-fold axes. The 
icosahedral facets drawn in black lines highlight the overall icosahedral symmetry. Five-fold, three-fold and 
two-fold symmetry axes are indicated with pentagon, triangle and diamond symbols, respectively. Two 
pentamers are highlighted dark blue and adjacent hexamers are highlighted light and dark purple and dark 
green according to their subunit-composition. Structures were adapted from PDB entries [xxx] and rendered 
in Chimera. The schematics are colored analogous and illustrate the calculation of the triangulation numbers 
for MxEnc (top) and QtEnc (bottom). Structures were adapted from PDB: 4PT2 and (Sigmund et al. 2019). 
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For cryo-EM analysis, Qt encapsulin particles with co-expressed QtIMEF cargo were 

affinity-purified from either E. coli BL21(DE3) or HEK 293T cells via Strep-Tag II or 

FLAG-Tag, respectively. Electron density maps with resolutions of 6 and 4.5 Å for 

particles from HEK cells and E.coli, respectively, showed a T = 4 icosahedral structure 

made up of 12 pentamers and 30 hexamers with four different monomer conformations 

distinguishable (Figure 9B, Figure 10A). The cutaway views revealed additional cargo 

densities inside the cavities corresponding to the QtIMEF cargo molecules docked inside 

the shell (Figure 10B). These cargo densities were located at the five-fold and two-fold 

symmetry axes with a distance of 2.5 nm from the shell, as indicated in the figure. Outer 

and inner diameters determined in slice representations (Figure 10C) revealed that 

encapsulins expressed in both bacterial and mammalian organisms have the same 

dimensions, with an outer diameter of 40 to 43 nm measured through two-fold and five-

fold symmetry axes, respectively, and an inner diameter of 30 nm. Overall, no differences 

could be determined between particles originating from the two different sources, which 

is a strong indication that the encapsulin system could be transferred to mammalian 

organisms without negative impact on structural level. 

Further analysis of the electron density maps at the symmetry axes revealed two putative 

pore regions (Sigmund et al. 2019). The centers of pentameric capsomers, which 

represent the five-fold symmetry axes, showed a circular electron-sparse region with an 

apparent diameter of 1 nm. In addition, the three-fold symmetry centers at the interface 

of three hexamers formed a potential triangular-shaped pore of about 1 nm. In contrast, 

the two-fold axes at the hexameric centers are unlikely to contain a pore region, as their 

electron-sparse cleft seems to be closed by opposing monomer residues.  
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Figure 10| Cryo-EM analysis of Qt encapsulin expressed in mammalian cells and E. coli.  
QtEnc + QtIMEF was purified via FLAG-affinity purification (HEK 293T, left column) or Strep-Tag II affinity 
purification (E. coli, right column). A) Segmented electron density of the encapsulin system purified from 
HEK 293T (left) or E. coli BL21(DE3) (right). The four different monomer conformations are color-coded 
according to their interconnectivity. B) The cutaway views through the maximum diameter of QtEnc (43 nm) 
show cargo densities (purple) at 2.5 nm distance from the shell as indicated by the two circles. C) Slice 
representations through the center of QtEnc show that particles from both HEK cells and E. coli have the same 
dimensions, with outer diameters of 40-43 nm and an inner diameter of 30 nm. Data were published in (Sigmund 
et al. 2019). Data were published in (Sigmund et al. 2019). 
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3.2.3 QtIMEF cargo functionality 

The Qt encapsulin cargo QtIMEF has been described as a member of the ferritin-like 

protein superfamily with a four-helix bundle fold and iron-binding capacities despite 

lacking typical ferroxidase motifs (Giessen et al. 2019; Giessen und Silver 2017; 

Andrews 2010). Instead, a di-nuclear ferroxidase site is formed at the interface of two 

IMEF dimers coordinating two Fe atoms, representing an inter-subunit ferroxidase center 

(Giessen et al. 2019). However, iron mineralization mediated by QtIMEF has only been 

tested in E. coli so far, thus the functionality of the QtEnc + QtIMEF system in or derived 

from mammalian cells was studied and compared to the well-known iron biomineralizing 

capabilities of MxEnc. 

Iron storage capacity of encapsulin systems 

The theoretical iron storage capacity χ of encapsulins, assuming ferrihydrite is the iron 

oxide species formed, was calculated according to 

𝜒 = 𝑉 ∙ ∙ 2 ∙ 𝑁 = ∙ 𝜋 ∙ 𝑑 ∙ ∙ 𝑁 ∙ 𝑁    (1) 

where 𝑑  is the inner diameter of the encapsulin shell, 𝜋 is Archimedes’ constant pi, 

𝜌 is the density of ferrihydrite, 𝑀  is the molecular weight of ferrihydrite,  

𝑁  is the number of iron atoms per nm3 in ferrihydrite, and 𝑁  is the Avogadro constant. 

Details on the calculation can be found in Table 2. Based on equation (1), the maximum 

iron storage capacity was calculated as 380,000 and 200,000 Fe/protein for QtEnc and 

MxEnc, respectively, whereas ferritin has a theoretical iron storage capacity of 4900 

Fe/protein.  

To quantify the iron storage capacities under cellular conditions, both encapsulin 

systems were purified from HEK 293T treated with 2 mM FAS for 36 h and the iron 

content was quantified using ICP-MS. The total amount of iron per encapsulin (𝜒 ) was 

determined as 35,097 ± 853 Fe/protein for QtEnc + QtIMEF and 18,856 ± 807 Fe/protein 

for MxEnc + MxBCD. Ferritin, in comparison, has been reported to load ~1,200 – 2,500 

Fe/protein under native conditions [ref] and was measured to contain 1,800 Fe/protein.  

Table 2| Calculation of the theoretical iron storage capacities of QtEnc, MxEnc and ferritin. 

 𝑑  𝜌 [
𝑔

𝑛𝑚
] 𝑀  [

𝑔

𝑚𝑜𝑙
] 𝑁  𝜒 𝜒  

QtEnc 30 

3.8 · 10-21 168.7 2 

383,532 35,097 

MxEnc 24 196,368 18,856 

ferritin 7     4,872 1,800 
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Ferroxidase assay 

The iron biomineralization efficiency of encapsulins was characterized in vitro using a 

spectroscopic ferroxidase assay [ref] performed with QtEnc + QtIMEF and 

MxEnc + MxBCD affinity-purified from HEK 293T cells (Figure 11A). To this end, 50 Fe2+ 

per cargo protein were added to either encapsulin system and the absorbance was 

monitored at 350 nm for 20 min. These absorbance traces were then corrected for iron-

autooxidation by subtracting the absorbance trace of free Fe2+. For QtEnc + QtIMEF, a 

fast initial increase in absorbance was observed, which could be monitored only partially 

due to a dead time of ~1 min for pipetting and mixing of the reaction. After 5 min, a 

plateau was reached which was stable for the remaining reaction time. In contrast, a 

delay of ~6 min was observed for MxEnc + MxBCD before the absorbance increased, 

and a stable plateau was reached only after 15 min.  

Encapsulin iron loading in cells 

While iron is readily available in in vitro ferroxidase assays on purified proteins, iron 

biomineralization in cells is hampered as iron is highly regulated on cellular level and can 

cause significant cellular stress due to the generation of reactive oxygen species. 

Therefore, the ferrous iron transporter Zip14 was co-expressed together with either the 

Qt or Mx encapsulin system in a sub-set of the following cell culture experiments to 

increase the amount of ferrous iron available in the cytosol for encapsulin-dependent 

biomineralization (Figure 11B). To analyze encapsulin-dependent iron 

biomineralization, cells co-expressing either QtEnc + QtIMEF or MxEnc + MxBCD with 

or without additional Zip14 were treated with different amounts of FAS for 36 h and the 

soluble lysate was analyzed with Blue Native-PAGE (Figure 11C, upper panels). DAB-

enhanced Prussian Blue staining of the gels allowed to visualize the iron content both of 

encapsulins as well as ferritin as the endogenous iron storage system. Without co-

expression of the Zip14 transporter, the Qt encapsulin system showed iron loading 

already at the lowest FAS supplementation (0.125 mM), whereas Mx encapsulin showed 

no iron loading for all tested FAS concentrations under this condition. Notably, 

endogenous ferritin was iron loaded at all FAS concentrations when the Mx encapsulin 

system was expressed, while the ferritin bands are significantly weaker when co-

expressing Qt encapsulin. This indicates that the Qt encapsulin system can compete 

with endogenous ferritin for iron at low iron concentrations. Upon co-expression of Zip14, 

iron loading of Mx encapsulin can be detected starting at FAS supplementations of 

0.5 mM [Sigmund 2017], whereas the Qt encapsulin system again shows clear iron 

bands at the lowest FAS supplementation (0.125 mM) (Figure 11C, bottom panels). As 

before, endogenous ferritin is strongly iron-loaded despite expression of 

MxEnc + MxBCD at all FAS supplementations, whereas expression of the Qt encapsulin 

system reduces the iron loading of ferritin, again indicating that QtEnc + QtIMEF can 

compete for bioavailable iron with the endogenous iron storage system.  
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To quantify the effect of encapsulin iron biomineralization on the total cellular iron 

content, a colorimetric iron assay was performed on cells lysed after 36 h of FAS 

treatment (Figure 11D, left). In the absence of Zip14, cells co-expressing QtEnc and 

QtIMEF showed a significant increase in total iron starting at 0.5 mM FAS compared to 

untreated control cells (2-way ANOVA, p < 0.05), whereas cells expressing the Mx 

encapsulin system showed significant iron accumulation only at the highest FAS level 

(1.0 mM). In addition, cells expressing the Qt encapsulin showed higher absolute levels 

of iron accumulation compared to cells expressing Mx encapsulin. These results indicate 

that Qt encapsulin can accumulate iron more efficient at low iron availability. Upon co-

expression of Zip14, cells expressing either of the two encapsulin systems showed 

significant iron accumulation starting at 0.25 mM FAS and differences in the level of iron 

accumulation could only be observed for 0.5 mM FAS, whereas a higher FAS 

Figure 11| Characterization of QtIMEF-mediated iron biomineralization.  
A) The encapsulin systems QtEnc + QtIMEF and MxEnc + MxBCD were purified from HEK 293 cells and 
iron biomineralization was monitored spectroscopically. 50 Fe2+ ions were added to 16 µM of either cargo 
system was recorded at 350 nm for 20 min. B) Schematic of iron biomineralization inside encapsulins in 
cells co-expressing iron importer Zip14. C) Analysis of DAB-enhanced Prussian Blue stained Blue-Native 
gels loaded with lysates of cells expressing either encapsulin system with or without additional upregulation 
of Zip14. Cells were supplemented with the indicated amount of FAS for 36    h prior to lysis. Bands for 
encapsulins (Enc) and the native iron storage protein ferritin (Ft) are indicated with arrows. D) Analysis of 
cellular iron content after expression of either Mx (purple) or Qt (blue) encapsulin system with or without co-
expression of Zip14. Stars indicate p-values <0.05 in two-way ANOVA tests. n = 3 independent biological 
replicates. Data were published in (Sigmund et al. 2019). 
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concentration led to comparable absolute amounts of iron accumulation (Figure 11D, 

right). 

3.2.4 Cargo encapsulation in QtEnc and MxEnc 

Various encapsulin cargo proteins have been identified so far, and their terminal 

targeting peptides have been shown to be highly conserved among different classes of 

encapsulins and cargo types (Giessen und Silver 2017; Sutter et al. 2008; McHugh et al. 

2014; Rahmanpour und Bugg 2013). In addition, it has been shown that artificial cargo 

proteins can be encapsulated upon fusion to minimal targeting signals (Sigmund et al. 

2018; Sigmund et al. 2019; Rurup et al. 2014; Lau et al. 2018). However, the minimal 

targeting signals of QtEnc (QtSig, KGFTVGSLIQ) (Sigmund et al. 2019) and MxEnc 

(MxSig, LTVGSLRR) (Sigmund et al. 2018; McHugh et al. 2014) have a distinct 

sequence similarity, and it is thus possible that cargo proteins carrying these signal 

sequences can target both encapsulins. As this would hamper the possibility to use 

different encapsulin systems for multiplexing based on controlled cargo assignment, it 

was tested in the following whether the encapsulin targeting signals are indeed 

promiscuous.  

Cross-functionality of native ferroxidase cargos 

To test whether the native ferroxidase cargo proteins of Qt and Mx encapsulins can be 

targeted to the shell of the respective other species without loss of function, QtIMEF and 

MxBCD were co-expressed in combination with Zip14 and either QtEnc or MxEnc in 

HEK 293T cells treated with 2 mM FAS for 36 h. SDS-PAGE analysis after FLAG-

pulldown of QtEnc revealed that targeting of either MxB, MxC or MxBCDP2A containing 

the native MxSig targeting sequence to the Qt encapsulin lumen worked (Figure 12A). 

In addition, QtIMEF containing the native QtSig targeting peptide could successfully be 

targeted to the MxEnc lumen. Blue Native-PAGE analysis of cell lysates furthermore 

proved that both QtIMEF and MxBCD are still functional when targeted to the respective 

other encapsulin shell, as iron biomineralization was still observed (Figure 12B). 
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Encapsulation of artificial cargos 

It has already been demonstrated that the Mx encapsulin can load artificial cargos such 

as fluorescent or luminescent proteins by terminal fusion with the minimal targeting 

sequence MxSig (Sigmund et al. 2018; Lau et al. 2018). It was thus tested if QtEnc can 

also encapsulate foreign cargos and whether co-targeting of different types of cargoes 

is possible. 

In a first step, encapsulation of the fluorescent protein mEos4b as a foreign cargo inside 

QtEnc as well as cross-targeting into MxEnc was tested. HEK 293T cells were co-

transfected with Qt or Mx encapsulin and mEos4b C-terminally fused to either the QtSig 

or MxSig targeting signal (Figure 13A). Blue Native-PAGE analysis of cell lysates 

showed successful assembly of Qt and Mx encapsulins. In addition, UV-Vis imaging of 

the gel revealed fluorescent bands running at the same height as the protein bands 

independent of the chosen targeting sequence, proving that mEos4b was targeted to 

either of the encapsulins regardless of the origin of the targeting sequence. 

Figure 12| Cross-targeting of native encapsulin ferroxidases.  
The native cargos QtIMEF and MxBCD were co-expressed with either Qt or Mx encapsulin shell and Zip14 
in HEK 293T cells. A) SDS-PAGE analysis of Qt and Mx pulldowns from cell lysates. The respective bands 
for QtIMEF and MxBCD co-purified with the shells are annotated. B) Blue Native-PAGE analysis of cell 
lysates show protein assembly (Coomassie, upper panel) and iron loading (DAB-enhanced PB, bottom 
panel) for all construct combinations. Data are unpublished, manuscript is in preparation. 
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In a next step, co-targeting of two different cargo proteins into Qt encapsulin was tested 

to demonstrate its possible applicability as a multi-purpose contrast agent. To this end, 

the native ferroxidase cargo QtIMEF (containing an intrinsic QtSig) and the fluorescent 

protein mEos4b-QtSig were chosen. QtIMEF can mediate iron biomineralization, thus 

generating contrast for MRI or EM imaging, whereas the fixation-stable mEos4b can be 

used as a contrast agent for fluorescence-based imaging techniques (Figure 14A). 

HEK 293T cells were co-transfected with QtEnc, the two chosen cargo proteins and 

Zip14 and treated either with 2 mM FAS or PBS as mock control for 36 h before lysates 

were analyzed on Blue Native-PAGE (Figure 14B). UV-irradiation of gels revealed 

fluorescent bands at the same height than the protein bands, indicating that mEos4b-

QtSig was encapsulated and is still functional (Figure 14B, middle panel, green arrow). 

DAB-enhanced Prussian Blue staining further confirmed iron loading of encapsulins only 

for cells treated with FAS, indicating that QtIMEF is still functional (Figure 14B, bottom 

panel, orange arrow).  

Alternate iron sources for encapsulin loading 

Using genetically controlled iron-based contrast agents such as ferritin or encapsulin for 

in vivo imaging is advantageous as they can bypass traditional problems of synthetic 

contrast agents such as stability in blood and body fluids, targeted delivery or crossing 

of the blood-brain-barrier (Cao et al. 2014; McCarthy und Kosman 2015). However, the 

accessibility of iron in vivo for biomineralization remains a major obstacle. While iron 

uptake and availability can be boosted in cell culture by expressing iron importers and 

supplementing free iron, iron homeostasis in organisms is a delicate process and 

Figure 13| Targeting of the artificial cargo mEos4b to Qt and Mx encapsulin.  
A) The fluorescent protein mEos4b (green) was C-terminally fused to either QtSig (blue) or MxSig (purple) 
and co-expressed with Qt or Mx encapsulin in HEK 293T cells. B) Blue Native-PAGE analysis of cell lysates 
show encapsulin assembly (Coomassie, upper panel) and the presence of mEos4b inside the respective 
encapsulin shells (UV-Vis, bottom panel). Data are unpublished, manuscript is in preparation. 
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manipulations of related processes can lead to serious side effects. On the other hand, 

injection of free iron to the site of interest is invasive, and it remains to be assessed 

whether an iron-rich diet alone is enough to increase the bioavailability of iron e.g. in the 

brain to a level that allows efficient biomineralization and incorporation in contrast agents 

such as encapsulins. Thus, in the following section a potentially biocompatible iron 

delivery strategy based on ferritin and its competition for iron with encapsulin is tested. 

Ferritin is a ubiquitous iron storage protein that can be found in most mammals and 

contains up to 2500 iron atoms per protein shell (Reif 1992; Dognin und Crichton 1975; 

Lawson et al. 1991; Treffry et al. 1992; Theil et al. 2013; Theil 2011), and furthermore it 

was shown to cross the blood-brain-barrier in a receptor-mediated way (Cao et al. 2014; 

McCarthy und Kosman 2015). As shown in chapter 3.2.3, the overexpressed Qt and Mx 

encapsulin systems can efficiently compete with endogenous ferritin for externally 

supplemented iron. It was thus tested whether ferritin could be used to deliver iron to 

cells for biomineralization inside encapsulins.  

HEK 293T cells were co-transfected with the Qt or Mx encapsulin system either with or 

without Tim-2 and supplemented with 300 µg/ml ferritin (eFt) for 36 h. Tim-2 

overexpression leads to efficient ferritin accumulation inside lysosomes (Massner et al. 

2018), followed by ferritin degradation and dissolution of its ferrihydrite core (Austin et 

al. 2005; Lockwood 2013). The generated free iron is transported into the cytosol, where 

it can be incorporated either into endogenous ferritin or into encapsulins (Figure 15A).  

Figure 14| Co-targeting of two different cargos to QtEnc.  
A) Co-expression of the native ferroxidase QtIMEF (orange) containing the intrinsic targeting signal QtSig, 
the fluorescent protein mEos4b (green) C-terminally fused to QtSig, the QtEnc shell (blue) and Zip14 enables 
iron biomineralization inside encapsulins and at the same time fluorescence signal generation. B) Blue 
Native-PAGE analysis of cells treated with 2 mM FAS for 36 h before lysis showed successful targeting of 
two functional cargo proteins. Protein bands (Coomassie, upper panel) co-localize with fluorescent bands 
(UV-Vis, middle panel), and iron staining (DAB-enhanced PB, bottom panel) was positive for cells 
supplemented with iron. Data are unpublished, manuscript is in preparation. 
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Blue Native-PAGE analysis of lysed cells expressing Tim-2 and treated with eFt showed 

iron accumulation inside both encapsulin systems. No additional iron band could be 

detected when expressing the Qt encapsulin, indicating that Qt out-competes 

endogenous ferritin for available iron. In contrast, for Mx encapsulin a strong ferritin iron 

band is detected, which hints at a distribution of iron between MxEnc and endogenous 

ferritin. In the absence of eFt, no iron loading could be detected for either encapsulin, 

demonstrating that the iron needed for biomineralization is indeed derived from the 

exogenously applied ferritin (Figure 15B). Without overexpression of the Tim-2 receptor 

but in the presence of eFt, Mx expressing cells showed a weak ferritin iron band but no 

encapsulin iron loading. This indicates that HEK 293T cells can take up eFt via 

endogenous pathways albeit less efficiently, and the accumulated iron is not enough to 

facilitate biomineralization inside MxEnc. In contrast, under the same conditions Qt 

expressing cells showed encapsulin iron loading but no ferritin iron band, confirming 

again that the Qt encapsulin system can sequester iron more efficiently at low iron 

conditions. 

Establishment of a system for orthogonal cargo targeting 

As the minimal targeting sequences of the Mx and Qt encapsulin systems are 

promiscuous in respect to each other as demonstrated above, a strategy was developed 

to allow precise cargo targeting into selected encapsulins without cross-reactivity. 

Figure 15| Ferritin can serve as an alternative iron source for encapsulin loading.  
A) Ferritin taken up via the receptor Tim-2 (1) accumulates in lysosomes, where its ferrihydrite core is 
dissolved (2). The free iron is transported into the cytosol, where it is accumulated inside Qt or Mx encapsulin 
(3). B) HEK 293T cells were co-transfected with Tim-2 and QtEnc + QtIMEF or MxEnc + MxBCD and 
supplemented with 300 µg/ml ferritin for 36 h prior to lysis. Blue Native-PAGE analysis of cell lysates 
indicates iron loading of both Qt and Mx encapsulin system when Tim-2 is expressed and ferritin is 
supplemented, indicating that the iron released from ferritin can be redirected into encapsulins. The bottom 
panel shows increased ferritin uptake upon expression of Tim-2. Data are unpublished, manuscript is in 
preparation. 
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3.2.5 Targeting of sub-cellular structures 

Encapsulins are of bacterial or archaeal origin, where they form proteinaceous cytosolic 

organelles suspected to be involved in metabolic processes or stress responses 

(McHugh et al. 2014; Sutter et al. 2008; Giessen 2016; Giessen und Silver 2017). When 

expressed in mammalian cells encapsulins are primarily cytosolic, but can also be 

targeted to the membrane via a lipid anchor (Sigmund et al. 2018; Sigmund et al. 2019). 

However, as encapsulins are discussed as contrast agents for various imaging 

techniques in the scope of this work, their capability to target sub-cellular structures such 

as different organelles was examined.  

Nuclear targeting of encapsulins 

The nucleus is most commonly the largest organelle within eukaryotic cells and is 

separated from the cytosol by the nuclear envelope, a double membrane punctured by 

nuclear pores to gate the transport of larger molecules from and to the cytosol. For import 

into the nucleus, proteins are tagged with a nuclear localization signal (NLS) consisting 

of a short cluster of basic amino acids like lysine and arginine (Diekmann und Pereira-

Leal 2013; D'Angelo et al. 2009). 

To design encapsulins for nuclear import, the shell QtEnc was C-terminally fused to the 

bipartite NLS of nucleoplasmin KRPAATKKAGQAKKKK, which consists of two strings of 

basic amino acids (underlined) separated by a short linker. In addition, the cargo protein 

DD-N_mEos4b-QtSig was fused C-terminally to the same NLS to facilitate fluorescent 

readout of encapsulin localization. HEK 293T cells were co-transfected with QtEnc and 

DD-N_mEos4b-QtSig either with or without the NLS fused to the termini and treated with 

Hoechst 33342 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) to counter-stain the nuclei before live-cell 

fluorescent imaging. Cells expressing QtEnc-NLS + DD-N_mEos4b-QtSig_NLS showed 

a distinct nuclear fluorescent pattern matching the signal of Hoechst staining, whereas 

no cytosolic signal was detected (Figure 16A). Interestingly, when only the QtEnc shell 

was fused to the NLS but not the mEos4b cargo, the same fluorescence pattern matching 

the Hoechst stain was detected, indicating that mEos4b does not require a nuclear 

localization sequence on its own but can be transported into the nucleus bound to QtEnc 

(Figure 16B). In contrast, cells expressing QtEnc-FLAG + DD-N_mEos-QtSig with 

neither of the proteins fused to a NLS, a diffuse cytosolic fluorescence signal was 

obtained with no encapsulin-derived signal in the nucleus (Figure 16C). 
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Peroxisomal targeting of encapsulins 

Peroxisomes are small sub-cellular compartments separated from the cytosol by a single 

lipid membrane. They are oxidative organelles involved in different metabolic processes 

and play an important role in the reduction of reactive oxygen species (ROS) such as 

hydrogen peroxide. Peroxisome-associated proteins are translated in the cytoplasm and 

translocated into the peroxisome in their folded state via a peroxisomal targeting signal 

(PTS) which is recognized by import receptors (Brocard und Hartig 2006; Diekmann und 

Pereira-Leal 2013). The most common targeting signal, the C-terminal PTS1, consists 

of the tripeptide (S/A/C)(K/R/H)(L/M) with the most conserved version being -SKL. In 

contrast, the second known transport signal PTS2 is usually located at the N-terminal 

end of proteins and has a less conserved sequence (Lametschwandtner et al. 1998). 

To target encapsulins to the peroxisome, both QtEnc and DD-N_mEos4b-QtSig were 

fused C-terminally to a previously reported PTS1 version consisting of the peptide Hs55 

and the non-consensus ending -SLL (EGGRRGMGFPAVRSLL) (Lametschwandtner et 

al. 1998). HEK 293T cells were co-transfected with QtEnc-PTS1Hs55 and 

DD-N_mEos4b-QtSig_PTS1Hs55 and the cell nuclei were counter-stained with Hoechst 

33342 (Thermo Fisher Scientific) prior to live-cell imaging. A speckled fluorescence 

pattern was observed in the cytosol and around the nucleus, whereas control cells 

showed a diffuse cytosolic pattern (Figure 17). 

Figure 16| Targeting of QtEnc to the nucleus.  
QtEnc and mEos4b-QtSig were fused to a nuclear localization signal (NLS) derived from nucleoplasmin. 
HEK 293T cells were transfected with the indicated construct combinations for 36 h and counter-stained with 
Hoechst before imaging. A) When the NLS was fused to both QtEnc and mEos4b-QtSig, a distinct nuclear 
fluorescence pattern was observed that co-localized with nuclei counter-stained with Hoechst. B) When the 
NLS was fused only to the QtEnc shell but not the mEos4b-QtSig cargo, a nuclear fluorescence pattern 
matching the Hoechst stain was observed. C) Control cells transfected with wild-type QtEnc and mEos4b-
QtSig showed cytosolic fluorescence signal. Left panels: 10x magnification, right panels: 20x magnification. 
Data are unpublished, manuscript is in preparation. 
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3.3 Application of iron-loading encapsulins for MRI  

In this part, the applicability of iron-loaded Qt encapsulin as a fully genetic MRI contrast 

agent is demonstrated. Furthermore, the possibility to interact with Qt-expressing cells 

using magnetic fields is evaluated. In a further step, protein engineering is applied to 

improve the iron loading inside encapsulins and enhance the magnetic properties. 

In a first step, the transverse relaxivity r2 of iron-loaded encapsulins was measured using 

QtEnc + QtIMEF and MxEnc + MxBCD purified from HEK 293T cells treated with 2 mM 

FAS for 36 h. A linear increase of the relaxation rate ΔR2 background-corrected for buffer 

absorption was observed for increasing amounts of applied encapsulin protein (Figure 

18A, left). The relaxivity per protein was determined as the slope of a linear fit and was 

calculated as 56,507 mM-1s-1 and 30,809 mM-1s-1 for Qt and Mx encapsulin, respectively. 

Compared to commercial ferritin solution (Sigma-Aldrich) with a r2 of 2450 mM-1s-1 per 

protein (Figure 18A, right), Qt and Mx encapsulins thus have a 23- and 13-times higher 

relaxivity per protein due to the higher amount of iron per protein shell (see Table 2). 

The relaxivity per iron was comparable for both encapsulins with 1.6 mM-1s-1. But showed 

an 18 % increase compared to commercial ferritin which ad a relaxivity per iron of 1.36 

mM-1s-1 (Figure 18B). 

Figure 17| Peroxisomal targeting of Qt encapsulin.  
HEK 293T cells were co-transfected with QtEnc-PTS1Hs55 and DD-N_mEos4b-QtSig-PTS1Hs55 and stained 
with Hoechst 33342. Live-cell imaging showed a distinct speckled fluorescence pattern in the cytosol (left 
panels), whereas control cells showed a diffuse cytosolic signal (right panel). Data are unpublished, 
manuscript is in preparation. 
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To determine the intracellular contrast generation of iron-filled encapsulins, HEK 293T 

cells co-transfected with Zip14 and either Qt or Mx encapsulin, ferritin or mCherry were 

treated with 0.5 mM FAS for 36 h before the relaxation rate R2* of pelleted cells was 

determined (Figure 18C). Cells expressing either Mx encapsulin or ferritin showed a 

Figure 18| Application of Qt and Mx encapsulin as genetic MRI markers.  
A) QtEnc + QtIMEF and MxEnc + MxBCD were purified from HEK 293T cells treated with 2 mM FAS for 
36 h. Transverse relaxivity r2 was determined as 56,507 and 30,809 mM-1s-1 for Qt (blue) and Mx (purple) 
encapsulin respectively. For commercial ferritin (green), r2 was determined as 2,450 mM-1s-1 per protein. 
Inset shows the MR image of a transverse slice through the sample plate. B) Calculation of the transverse 
relaxivity r2 per iron for QtEnc + QtIMEF (blue, 1.61 mM-1s-1), MxEnc + MxBCD (purple, 1.63 mM-1s-1) and 
commercial ferritin (green, 1.36 mM-1s-1) based on the same MR measurement than in A). Iron content of 
the samples was determined via ICP-MS. C) HEK 293T cells co-overexpressing Zip14 with either Qt or Mx 
encapsulin, ferritin, or mCherry were treated with 0.5 mM FAS for 36 h before the transverse relaxation rate 
R2* of cell pellets was determined. Cells expressing Qt encapsulin showed a significantly higher relaxation 
rate than cells expressing either of the other constructs. Inset shows the MR image of a transverse slice 
through the sample pellet. Data are unpublished, manuscript is in preparation. 
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significantly higher relaxation rate than control cells expressing mCherry, with 

MxEnc + MxBCD giving stronger contrast than ferritin as previously published [Sigmund 

2018]. However, cells expressing QtEnc + QtIMEF gave a significantly higher T2*-

derived MR-contrast than cells expressing either of the other constructs, thus making 

iron-loaded Qt encapsulin a better contrast agent than Mx encapsulin under these 

conditions. 

3.4 Application of encapsulins for EM 

In this chapter, further applications of Qt encapsulin as a fully genetic contrast agent for 

other imaging methods are examined. In particular, the suitability of QtEnc for metal-

based TEM contrast generation is demonstrated. Furthermore, fluorescence-based 

super-resolution imaging is demonstrated and mechanisms to further increase 

encapsulin-based signal are evaluated. 

HEK 293T cells co-expressing QtEnc + QtIMEF or MxEnc + MxBCD together with Zip14 

were treated with 0.5 mM FAS for 36 h before cells were collected for sample 

preparation. TEM images clearly revealed electron-dense, spherical particles in the 

cytosol of cells expressing either Qt or Mx encapsulin, whereas control cells 

overexpressing ferritin did not show distinct structures (Figure 19A). Particle diameters 

obtained from manual segmentation of 100 particles for each nano-compartment yielded 

narrow size distribution histograms (Figure 19B) with average diameters of 

38.3 ± 1.5 nm for Qt encapsulin and 32.2 ± 2.0 nm for Mx encapsulin. Mean grey values 

obtained from the same segmentation furthermore revealed that Qt encapsulin particles 

are darker on average (Figure 19C), thus yielding more contrast in electron microscopy. 
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Figure 19| Application of QtEnc and MxEnc as contrast agents in electron microscopy.  
Cells co-expressing either QtEnc + QtIMEF or MxEnc + MxBCD together with Zip14 were treated with 0.5 
mM FAS for 36 h and imaged with TEM. A) TEM images of cells expressing the Qt or Mx encapsulin (left 
and middle panel, respectively) show encapsulins as large, electron-dense spherical objects in the cytosol. 
Arrows indicate selected particles. Overexpression of H-chain ferritin (right panel) did not show and 
discernible particles. B) Manual TEM image analysis of 100 nano-compartments each yielded average 
diameter of 38 and 32 nm for Qt and Mx encapsulins, respectively. C) The histogram of mean grey values 
obtained from the same analysis indicates that the Qt encapsulin system yields darker particles in TEM. 
Data were published in (Sigmund et al. 2019). Data were published in (Sigmund et al. 2019). 
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Chapter 4| Discussion 

This doctoral thesis focused on the characterization and optimization of biological iron 

accumulating nano-compartments for different applications. In the first part, a possible 

transformation of naturally occurring ferrihydrite to magnetite is examined to improve the 

magnetic properties of iron-containing proteins. Different strategies are discussed to 

obtain magnetite or other iron minerals in vitro from naked ferrihydrite particles, inside 

the ferritin protein cage as an example of a natural biological nano-compartment or in 

defined organelles inside cells. In the second part, encapsulins are investigated as a 

nano-compartment with improved properties compared to ferritin. In particular, a new 

encapsulin system from Quasibacillus thermotolerans is characterized in detail and 

compared to the known encapsulin system of Myxococcus xanthus as well as ferritin 

regarding its capability to store iron and other cargos. Furthermore, possible applications 

of encapsulins in Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) as well as Electron Microscopy 

are discussed.  

4.1 Transformation of ferrihydrite to magnetite 

Ferritin has been suggested as a fully genetically controlled EM marker (Wang et al. 

2011; Matsumoto et al. 2015; Clarke und Royle 2018) and even as an interface for 

magnetic manipulation of cells (Stanley et al. 2016; Stanley et al. 2012; Stanley et al. 

2015; Wheeler et al. 2016), although these findings were discussed controversially as 

the underlying physical mechanism is still poorly understood and thus questionable 

(Meister und Clapham 2016). In a previous work, we could demonstrate that exchanging 

the ferrihydrite core inside ferritin with magnetite yielding magnetoferritin lead to a 

considerable improvement of its magnetic properties, which allowed sorting of cells in 

magnetic fields and even cell ablation in magnetic hyperthermia experiments (Massner 

et al. 2018). However, magnetite synthesis inside the ferritin protein shell has to be 

performed in vitro under strictly anaerobic conditions and elevated temperatures, and 

thus magnetoferritin can only serve as a semi-genetic interface (Massner et al. 2018; 

Meldrum et al. 1992; Fan et al. 2012; Cai et al. 2015). Thus, the present work examined 

the possibility to transform ferrihydrite into magnetite under ambient conditions. 
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Ferrihydrite is a poorly crystalline iron oxide, which precipitates easily from solutions and 

is thought to be a precursor for more crystalline Fe3+ iron oxides as it is 

thermodynamically unstable (Kukkadapu et al. 2003; Cornell und Schwertmann 2003). 

In particular, ferrihydrite is metastable with regards to goethite, lepidocrocite and 

hematite, but transformation to magnetite has also been reported (Hansel et al. 2005; 

Kukkadapu et al. 2003; Liu et al. 2005). Several factors such as time, oxygen or different 

ligands can influence the transformation of ferrihydrite to other iron oxide phases, but the 

most important determinants are temperature, pH and the concentration of free ferrous 

iron (Liu et al. 2007; Hansel et al. 2005). High temperatures favor topotactic 

transformations, which in general require higher activation energies and often involve 

thermal dehydration or dehydroxylation processes (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; Liu 

et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2005). At ambient temperatures ferrihydrite can undergo two 

competitive transformation processes, resulting in the formation of either hematite 

(topotactic) or lepidocrocite, goethite and magnetite (reconstructive), and pH as well as 

Fe2+ play a key role in determining which solid phase is formed (Cudennec und Lecerf 

2006; Schwertmann und Murad 1983; Hansel et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2005; Kukkadapu et 

al. 2003). Ferrous iron as a catalyst is necessary to start the conversion processes of 

ferrihydrite and can significantly accelerate the transformation, and while both 

lepidocrocite and goethite form over a broad concentration range, transformation to 

magnetite requires relatively high concentrations of Fe2+ (Liu et al. 2007; Hansel et al. 

2005). Thus, an increasing Fe2+ concentration shifts the secondary mineral phase from 

unaltered ferrihydrite to mixtures of lepidocrocite and goethite and finally to a mixture of 

goethite and magnetite (Hansel et al. 2005). The other key factor, pH, mainly influences 

the dissolution of ferrihydrite and the identity of the ionic species formed in the process. 

At pH 7, the dissolution of ferrihydrite is rather ineffective and thus a solid-state 

transformation to hematite is favored (Cudennec und Lecerf 2006; Liu et al. 2007). On 

the other hand, a low or high pH supports the dissolution of ferrihydrite and different ionic 

species can be formed, which favor the formation of either lepidocrocite or goethite 

(Cudennec und Lecerf 2006; Schwertmann und Murad 1983; Liu et al. 2007). For the 

transformation of ferrihydrite to magnetite, pH has to be tightly regulated: while magnetite 

formation at pH 6 or lower is impeded even at high Fe2+ concentrations, pH 8 potentiates 

magnetite precipitation and can enable a formation even at unfavorably low Fe2+ 

concentrations (Hansel et al. 2005). 

While pH and Fe2+ concentrations are the two main determinants for the secondary 

mineralization of lepidocrocite and goethite, the transformation of ferrihydrite to 

magnetite additionally seems to be strongly influenced by the oxygenation level of the 

reaction solution, and most studies examining this pathway are conducted under 

anaerobic conditions (Liu et al. 2007; Hansel et al. 2005; Cudennec und Lecerf 2006). In 

general, both water and oxygen are capable of oxidizing ferrous iron, and from the 

resulting mixture of Fe2+, Fe3+ and OH– iron oxides of mixed valency such as magnetite 

can be formed (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; Faivre 2016). However, under aerobic 
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conditions the oxidation of ferrous iron is rather effective and thus only little to no Fe2+ is 

left available to react with the resulting ferric iron, and thus purely trivalent iron oxides 

are preferentially formed. 

4.1.1 Transformation of naked ferrihydrite particles 

In chapter 3.1.1, the effect of selected variables on the transformation of naked 

ferrihydrite particles was studied at ambient temperatures and aerobic conditions in 

aqueous solution. The focus was put on pH and ferrous iron on the one hand and organic 

reducing agents on the other hand. 

The role of pH and ferrous iron in ferrihydrite transformations 

While aerobic aging of ferrihydrite particles was reported to yield goethite or hematite at 

ambient temperatures and a broad pH range (Liu et al. 2005), ferrous iron is thought to 

have a direct influence on the transformation of Ft as it supposedly controls magnetite 

nucleation (Hansel et al. 2005). However, transformations are heterogenous processes 

which can remain incomplete even at high Fe2+ concentrations if small fractions are not 

accessible for the reaction (Hansel et al. 2005; Cornell und Schwertmann 2003). In the 

scope of this work, no transformation of ferrihydrite was observed after four weeks in the 

absence of Fe2+, which confirms that ferrous iron is necessary as a catalyst to trigger an 

interconversion (Hansel et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2005), despite the fact that ferrihydrite is 

considered to be a thermodynamically unstable precursor for better crystalline iron oxide 

phases (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; Cudennec und Lecerf 2006). Upon addition of 

ferrous iron, a complete conversion of ferrihydrite was observed, and as postulated in 

literature (Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; Hansel et al. 2005; Cudennec und Lecerf 

2006) the pH value seemed to determine which phase is re-precipitating as discussed in 

the following.  

At pH 5, lepidocrocite was obtained as the only solid phase after 4 weeks of incubation. 

In previous studies, a mixture of lepidocrocite and goethite was obtained from ferrihydrite 

at pH 5-6, albeit under anaerobic conditions (Liu et al. 2007). However, it is postulated 

that Fe(OH)2+ is the more prevalent species at acidic pH, which supports direct 

precipitation of lepidocrocite from monomeric or dimeric forms (Liu et al. 2007) and would 

thus support the findings in this thesis. In addition, according to Ostwald’s step rule, the 

less stable phase nucleates first and higher solubility leads to higher initial precipitation 

rates (Ostwald 1897). As lepidocrocite is less stable and more soluble than goethite or 

hematite it has the highest initial precipitation rate (Hansel et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2007), 

which in combination with the Fe(III) species further supporting lepidocrocite formation 

could explain why only this mineral was observed instead of a mixture with goethite as 

might have been expected.  
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In contrast, incubation at pH 7 lead to the complete interconversion and exclusive 

formation of goethite. Theoretically, hematite formation should have been favored at this 

pH, as the ineffective dissolution of ferrihydrite hampers reconstructive transformation 

pathways (Cudennec und Lecerf 2006). However, this topotactic transformation would 

require elevated temperatures due to the high activation energy, while low temperatures 

lead to a reconstructive transformation instead (Liu et al. 2007; Schwertmann und Murad 

1983). Furthermore, neutral pH conditions favor the formation of Fe(OH)2
+ as the 

dominant ferric iron ion, which was suggested to promote the formation of goethite via a 

polymerization mechanism rather than lepidocrocite (Liu et al. 2007). In general, 

aquahydroxo ions, which form preferentially at elevated pH, are thought to be important 

for goethite formation, and an equilibrium of monovalent ions and ferrihydrite was 

suggested to favor goethite formation over lepidocrocite (Cudennec und Lecerf 2006; 

Schwertmann und Murad 1983). Aerobic aging of ferrihydrite at pH 7.2 was reported to 

yield predominantly goethite, albeit samples were incubated more than a year and 

without additional Fe2+ (Kukkadapu et al. 2003). It is possible that the combination of 

Fe2+ as a catalyst and the rather long incubation time in the present study were sufficient 

to enable even a potentially ineffective transformation process to complete, leading to 

goethite formation as a result. 

Incubation at pH 8 also resulted in the complete transformation of ferrihydrite, but with 

goethite as the sole end phase. This sample condition was of special interest as the pH 

in combination with enough Fe2+ supplementation is supposed to be optimal for the 

transformation to magnetite (Cudennec und Lecerf 2006). However, reported successful 

transformations were conducted under strictly anaerobic conditions (Cudennec und 

Lecerf 2006; Hansel et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2007), and in nature known magnetite 

formation processes, e.g. in magnetosomes, also happen under anaerobic or micro-

aerobic conditions (Yan et al. 2012; Lee et al. 1998). Furthermore, it has been reported 

that without initiation of magnetite nucleation, a complete transformation of ferrihydrite to 

lepidocrocite and goethite takes place, and lepidocrocite as the thermodynamically less 

stable phase at this pH dissolves again with time to form exclusively goethite (Hansel et 

al. 2005; Liu et al. 2007). On the other hand, pH 8 has been reported to favor 

transformation to hematite, although these observations are mainly in anaerobic reaction 

conditions or with high temperatures (Kukkadapu et al. 2003; Liu et al. 2005). It seems 

rational that no magnetite nucleation could be initiated in this set of experiments and 

hematite formation was impeded by the moderate incubation temperature, thus leading 

to the formation of goethite in the end, even though the detailed mechanisms initiating 

magnetite nucleation in literature remain unclear. It is entirely likely, however, that the 

aerobic incubation conditions led to an unfavorable low Fe2+ content due to high oxidation 

rates, and thus the correct Fe2+/Fe3+ stoichiometry needed for magnetite precipitation 

could not be achieved. 

At pH 4 and 9, no transformation of ferrihydrite was observed despite the addition of 

ferrous iron. This finding is rather surprising, as both low and high pH should enhance 
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the dissolution of ferrihydrite and Fe2+ was added to act as a catalyst (Hansel et al. 2005; 

Liu et al. 2007). In an old study by Schwertmann et. al. (Schwertmann und Murad 1983), 

pH 4 was determined as an optimum for ferrihydrite transformation to goethite via 

monovalent Fe(III) aquahydroxo ion complexes, albeit the transformation process was 

monitored over 3 years and no Fe2+ was added. More recent studies suggest that the 

transformation rate of ferrihydrite decreases at such a low pH because iron is not 

adsorbed to ferrihydrite as readily anymore, but becomes more soluble and no longer 

precipitate easily (Cudennec und Lecerf 2006; Liu et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2005). In addition, 

the formation of aqua ions instead of aquahydroxo ions at pH 4 was postulated, which 

are less favorable for goethite formation (Cudennec und Lecerf 2006; Schwertmann und 

Murad 1983). At pH 9, on the other hand, the adsorption rates and thus the 

transformation efficiencies are increased (Liu et al. 2005) and goethite formation was 

observed at high pH up to 12 (Liu et al. 2007; Cudennec und Lecerf 2006; Kukkadapu et 

al. 2003). However, only little ferrous iron is available as monomeric ions (FeOH+) and 

the catalytic dissolution of ferrihydrite is slow, which slowed down goethite formation from 

ferrihydrite significantly (Liu et al. 2007). In addition, Fe(OH)2 is the preferential species 

at pH 9, which usually catalyzes the solid-state transformation to hematite (Liu et al. 

2007; Liu et al. 2005). As discussed earlier, such topotactic reactions are unlikely to 

happen at room temperature as the required activation energies are high.  

In summary, the findings in chapter 3.1.1 are largely in accordance with literature and 

confirm that ferrihydrite can be transformed via reconstructive pathways only in the 

presence of ferrous iron, which acts as a catalyst. The suggested mechanism behind 

these processes is based on the adsorption of ferrous iron to the ferrihydrite surface 

followed by the transfer of an electron from ferrihydrite-bound Fe3+ to the adsorbed Fe2+. 

The resulting ferrihydrite-bound Fe2+ decreases the crystallinity and destabilizes 

ferrihydrite due to its larger radius, thus detaching from the iron oxide allowing for a 

dissolution of ferrihydrite, which can then initiate the re-precipitation of different other 

phases (see Figure 1B) (Hansel et al. 2005; Cornell und Schwertmann 2003; Liu et al. 

2007). While the important role of pH in determining the formed mineral phase could be 

confirmed in general, the obtained iron oxide phases were notably either pure 

lepidocrocite or pure goethite, while published experiments usually yielded a mixture of 

both, sometimes also interspersed with hematite (Liu et al. 2007; Hansel et al. 2005; 

Cudennec und Lecerf 2006). A transformation to magnetite was not observed in any 

reaction condition, which indicates that no nucleation could be initiated, probably due to 

the aerobic reaction conditions. These results also confirm that magnetite cannot be 

obtained from goethite or lepidocrocite upon addition of Fe2+ under aerobic conditions, 

which is in agreement with previous findings that ferrihydrite is necessary as a precursor 

(Hansel et al. 2005). 
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Reducing agents can serve as initiators of ferrihydrite transformation 

In the scope of this work, different biologically relevant compounds have been 

investigated regarding their potential to interact with and reduce ferrihydrite. However, 

only ascorbic acid, which serves a dual purpose as reducing agent and oxygen 

scavenger, most likely led to a minor transformation of naked ferrihydrite particles to 

magnetite as confirmed by Raman analysis and XRD measurements (Figure 1 and 

Figure 2).  

Ferrihydrite has a high intrinsic activity thus allowing the adsorption of other metals or 

nutrients like phosphate, and strong reductants can transfer electrons to ferric iron 

leading to dissolution and re-precipitation as thermodynamically more stable phases 

(Hansel et al. 2005), as discussed in chapter XX in more detail. In addition, ferrous iron 

itself also has a strong reducing capacity and can thus induce dissolution of ferrihydrite 

with subsequent conversion to other mineral phases upon transfer of an electron (Hansel 

et al. 2005; Xiao et al. 2018), as outlined in chapter xx. Such reconstructive processes 

can lead to the transformation of ferrihydrite to e.g. lepidocrocite and goethite (Liu et al. 

2007; Cornell und Schwertmann 2003). 

Ferrihydrite also plays an important role for metabolic processes of dissimilatory iron-

reducing bacteria, which can use iron oxides as terminal electron acceptors in anaerobic 

respiration. In the case of ferrihydrite, this leads to the reduction and transformation of 

ferrihydrite to a number of different phases (Hansel et al. 2005). Kukkadapu et. al. 

demonstrated that Shewanella putrefaciens, a facultative anaerobe marine bacterium, 

uses lactate for electron transfer to ferrihydrite leading to a reduction of Fe3+ bound in 

ferrihydrite, albeit under anaerobic conditions (Kukkadapu et al. 2003). Transformations 

to magnetite and goethite along with 6-line ferrihydrite were observed, but magnetite 

could only be obtained in PIPES buffer in the presence of a quinone. Interestingly, 

magnetite-containing samples also contained well-crystalline Ft, which prompted the 

authors to propose 6-line ferrihydrite as an intermediate in magnetite formation. 

However, no direct interaction between lactate and ferrihydrite was observed 

(Kukkadapu et al. 2003), even though lactate was reported to retard the formation of 

goethite (Liu et al. 2005), thus potentially favoring magnetite formation. In the scope of 

this thesis, a transformation of naked ferrihydrite particles incubated with lactate for 21 

days was not observed (Figure 1), which indicates that either further additives or 

different buffer conditions are required or a lactate-mediated reduction of ferrihydrite is 

not possible under aerobic conditions. 

The effect of ascorbate on ferrihydrite is controversial. On the one hand, some plants 

secrete ascorbic acid to increase their iron uptake as Asc induces a reductive dissolution 

of ferric iron oxides to soluble ferrous iron species (Xiao et al. 2018), and if the 

concentration of generated ferrous iron is high enough a Fe2+-mediated transformation 

of ferrihydrite could be triggered indirectly mediated by ascorbate. On the other hand, 

Asc was shown to inhibit the formation of goethite, lepidocrocite and magnetite under 
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oxic and anoxic conditions, supposedly leading to a re-formation of ferrihydrite instead 

(Xiao et al. 2018). In the context of this work, incubation of naked ferrihydrite particles 

with ascorbic acid under aerobic conditions at room temperature led to a clear change 

in the Raman spectrum, and further XRD measurements confirmed a partial 

transformation to magnetite (Figure 2). However, the cytosolic concentration of ascorbic 

acid in humans is about an order of magnitude lower than in the experimental conditions 

chosen here (Badu-Boateng und Naftalin 2019), thus obtaining similar results in a cellular 

context would require high intracellular Asc concentrations, e.g. due to local 

accumulations. Furthermore, it has to be pointed out that the pH was not monitored and 

adjusted during the long-term incubation of ferrihydrite with Asc in the present work. 

While the oxidation of ascorbic acid in general is not affected in a pH range of 5.5 to 8.5 

(Laroff et al. 1972), the pH of ferrihydrite solutions was observed to decrease with aging 

(Kukkadapu et al. 2003) and fluctuations of the solution pH could affect the protonation 

of ions on the iron oxide surface thus affecting the reaction (Boyer und J. McCleary 

1987). It is also notable that no other iron oxide species apart from ferrihydrite and 

magnetite were observed in the Raman analyses. While this could indicate that no 

(stable) intermediates were formed in the transformation process, it is desirable to 

perform additional measurements at earlier time points both to confirm the absence of 

intermediates and to follow the time course of the transformation gaining more 

information about the reaction speed. Furthermore, the Raman spectra obtained after 14 

and 21 days indicate an incomplete transformation with only a minor part of the 

ferrihydrite transformed into magnetite and no clear further progression of the reaction. 

While the reaction could have been stalled due to the consumption of Asc or its 

decomposition which is enhanced at acidic pH (Golubitskii et al. 2007) or due to a slower 

transformation rate at low pH (Kukkadapu et al. 2003), it is also possible that only the 

surface of ferrihydrite particles is accessible for a reductive transformation while the 

particle core is not affected, thus resulting in a mixture of ferrihydrite and magnetite. To 

address these questions, further experiments under optimized reaction conditions with 

stringent pH control and additional monitoring of ascorbic acid concentration as well as 

ferrous iron generation are recommended. 

4.1.2 Transformation of protein-coated ferrihydrite 

Chapter 3.1.2 addressed the transformation of protein-encapsulated ferrihydrite with 

focus on the iron storage protein ferritin. In particular, the effect of the reducing agent 

ascorbic acid as well as pH and lysosomal environment on ferritin iron content was 

examined. 
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Ascorbic acid and ferritin 

While ascorbic acid is crucial as a reducing agent and functions as an antioxidant in 

nature (Vladimirova und Kochev 2010; Xiao et al. 2018), its role in ferritin iron 

mobilization in organism has been debated, although ferritin has even been suggested 

to have intrinsic ascorbate oxidase activity (Badu-Boateng und Naftalin 2019). Whereas 

some publications claim asc has strong reducing activity (Bienfait und van den Briel, M. 

L. 1980; Mazur et al. 1955; Reif 1992) and Asc-dependent release of iron from ferritin 

was even shown for neuroblastoma cells (Baader et al. 1996), other publications sees 

no major role for ascorbic acid-mediated iron mobilization in biological systems as it can 

mobilize only minor parts of the stored iron (Roginsky et al. 1997; Dognin und Crichton 

1975; Sirivech et al. 1974). Mechanistically, ascorbic acid is known to mobilize iron from 

ferritin via a reductive pathway (see chapter 1.1.2 for details on ferritin iron biology) 

(Mazur et al. 1955; Reif 1992; Badu-Boateng und Naftalin 2019; Bienfait und van den 

Briel, M. L. 1980; Sirivech et al. 1974; Roginsky et al. 1997) without obvious damage to 

the protein shell itself (Bienfait und van den Briel, M. L. 1980). However, it is still debated 

if Asc is small enough to penetrate the shell and enter the cavity (Badu-Boateng und 

Naftalin 2019; Sirivech et al. 1974), if it instead enters only the three-fold channel that 

serve as entry points for iron (Roginsky et al. 1997) or whether it transfers electrons from 

the outside through the shell (Vladimirova und Kochev 2010; Carmona et al. 2014). 

Some published works even suggest that ascorbic acid might act only via an indirect 

mechanism involving Asc oxidation to generate superoxide ions which then reduce the 

iron inside ferritin (Baader et al. 1996; Badu-Boateng und Naftalin 2019; Boyer und J. 

McCleary 1987). Most commonly, however, it is assumed that it is either the ascorbate 

anion 𝐴𝑠𝑐𝐻  or the monodehydroascorbate radical 𝐴𝑠𝑐𝐻∙  that transfer electrons to the 

ferritin mineral core, resulting in either a monodehydroascorbate radical or 

dehydroascorbate 𝐴𝑠𝑐  according to the following two equations (Badu-Boateng und 

Naftalin 2019; Roginsky et al. 1997; Boyer und J. McCleary 1987): 

𝐴𝑠𝑐𝐻 + 𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛: 𝐹𝑒 →  𝐴𝑠𝑐𝐻∙ + 𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛: 𝐹𝑒 + 𝐻    (Eq 1) 

𝐴𝑠𝑐𝐻∙ + 𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛: 𝐹𝑒 →  𝐴𝑠𝑐 + 𝑓𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑛: 𝐹𝑒 + 𝐻     (Eq 2) 

The generated ferrous iron associated with ferrihydrite can then dissolve from the mineral 

surface thus leading to a dissolution of the iron oxide (Roginsky et al. 1997). Further 

supporting these two equations are publications demonstrating that 𝐴𝑠𝑐𝐻  is the active 

form in ferritin iron mobilization, and the finding that the ascorbic acid radical can serve 

as an electron donor in single-electron transfer reactions, which led to increased ferritin 

iron mobilization compared to 𝐴𝑠𝑐𝐻  alone (Badu-Boateng et al. 2017; Roginsky et al. 

1997; Bienfait und van den Briel, M. L. 1980; Badu-Boateng und Naftalin 2019). 

While  early publications on ascorbate and ferritin suggest that the ferrous iron generated 

upon reduction of the ferrihydrite mineral core might be retained inside the protein shell 

without a chelator (Boyer und J. McCleary 1987; Watt et al. 1985; Reif 1992; Roginsky 

et al. 1997), other works suggest that hydrated Fe2+ is soluble enough to leave the protein 
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shell via the three-fold channels (Vladimirova und Kochev 2010; Badu-Boateng et al. 

2017; Badu-Boateng und Naftalin 2019; Theil 2011). As ascorbic acid had been shown 

to trigger a transformation of naked ferrihydrite particles yielding some magnetite in the 

scope of this work, the effect of asc on ferritin-ferrihydrite was tested based on the 

hypothesis that ferrous iron generated inside the ferritin cavity cannot leave the protein 

shell easily in the absence of chelators and thus could cause a local reductive 

transformation of ferrihydrite inside the ferritin shell potentially yielding protein-

encapsulated magnetite. However, the results presented in chapter 3.1.2 suggest that 

ascorbic acid can indeed promote the mobilization of iron atoms from ferrihydrite even in 

the absence of iron chelators, resulting in a depleted but probably intact protein shell 

(Figure 5B). The formation of protein-free dark brown pellets indicates that the mobilized 

iron diffuses out of the ferritin shell and re-oxidizes in solution resulting in insoluble iron 

oxide precipitates, thus effectively dissolving and depleting the ferrihydrite core of ferritin. 

However, the observed ferritin iron depletion was significantly faster and more effective 

than expected, leaving the protein mostly drained of iron in about 5 hours in contrast to 

the incomplete iron removal reported in literature (Boyer und J. McCleary 1987; Badu-

Boateng und Naftalin 2019). In addition, a fast re-oxidation of ferrous iron inside the 

ferritin shell by molecular oxygen has been proposed, which would cause a re-trapping 

in form of insoluble ferric iron (Roginsky et al. 1997). The findings in this work thus raise 

questions regarding the kinetics of iron diffusion through the shell, as they indicate that 

the dissolution of ferrous iron from the mineral core and its diffusion through the shell 

were faster than possible re-oxidation processes mediated by O2 followed by re-

precipitation inside the shell. However, the obtained results clearly indicate that a 

reductive transformation of ferrihydrite inside the protein shell mediated by ascorbic acid 

is hampered by the fast depletion of the mineral core, and thus other strategies to form 

magnetite in a biologically relevant context were assessed in the following.  

Ferritin in an artificial lysosomal environment 

Lysosomes play a crucial role in mammalian iron metabolism (see chapter 1.1.2), as 

transferrin will be taken up by the transferrin receptor TfR1 via receptor-mediated 

endocytosis to release its bound ferric iron in lysosomes due to the acidic pH (Octave et 

al. 1983). While the receptor is recycled back to the plasma membrane, the released iron 

will be reduced inside the lysosomal compartment by Steap3, and either fed into the 

labile iron pool or stored in ferritin (Badu-Boateng und Naftalin 2019). Lysosomes have 

also been discussed as crucial for the mobilization of stored iron from ferritin (Badu-

Boateng und Naftalin 2019; Badu-Boateng et al. 2017), as ferrous iron dissociates more 

easily from ferrihydrite at low pH (Mazur et al. 1955). Notably, we were able to 

demonstrate in a recent publication that externally supplied ferritin could be taken up into 

cultured mammalian cells via TfR1, and that this uptake led to an accumulation inside 

lysosomes (Massner et al. 2018). To examine potential effects of the lysosomal 

environment on ferritin and its ferrihydrite mineral core in a more easily controllable in 
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vitro setting, ferritin samples were incubated in artificial lysosomal fluid (ALF) in the 

present work. ALF is an acidic solution mimicking the phago-lysosomal pH of 4.5-5 and 

has originally been developed as a simulated physiological fluid to investigate the 

durability of man-made fibers after phagocytosis into cells (Thélohan und Meringo 1994; 

Stopford et al. 2003).  

As shown in Figure 6, dialysis of ferritin against ALF pH 4.6 for 24 h led to depletion of 

the ferritin mineral core and formation of iron oxide precipitates with only minor losses of 

the protein shell itself. The protein loss was not significant (unpaired t-test, p > 0.1, n = 3 

biological replicates), confirming that ferritin is stable at acidic pH (Granick 1942; 

Crichton 1984), a finding which on the one hand strongly suggests that further proteolytic 

or enzymatic components are required for lysosomal degradation of ferritin and on the 

other hand indicates that a dissociation of the protein shell is not required to release iron 

from ferritin in a lysosomal environment. As the protein shell is still intact, the question 

arises how iron stored in ferritin was mobilized in this experimental set-up. Reportedly, 

reduction of ferric iron is pH-dependent and more effective at low pH (Watt et al. 1985), 

and such conditions also promote the dissociation of ferrous iron from ferrihydrite (Mazur 

et al. 1955). It is thus possible that the low pH conditions chosen in the presented work 

were sufficient to mobilize iron from ferritin. It should also be noted that the ALF 

formulation contains sodium citrate, citric acid and disodium tartrate which can all act as 

low molecular weight, endogenous iron chelators forming different complexes with 

ferrous and ferric iron (Graham et al. 1998; Hamm et al. 1954; Bobtelsky und Jordan 

1947; Ivanov und Kosoy 1975) as well as glycine, which can also form complexes with 

Fe2+ and Fe3+ (Yakubov et al. 1983; Djurdjevic 1990). These reagents could potentially 

aid in the depletion of the ferritin iron core by aiding the dissociation of ferrous iron from 

the iron oxide mineral.  

Magnetometry measurements of the obtained protein-free iron oxide pellet indicated the 

formation of superparamagnetic material with small blocking temperatures, and dialysis 

over longer time periods led to a small shift to higher blocking temperatures (TB = 9 K for 

11 d and TB = 12 K for 27 d) while not affecting the protein stability, which could indicate 

a continuous growth or not yet completed transformation process of an iron oxide mineral 

outside the protein shell. While lactate as well as pyruvate are included in the artificial 

lysosomal fluid, both compounds were already determined as too weak reducing agents 

to trigger a reductive transformation as discussed in chapter 4.1.1. It could therefore be 

speculated that possible transformation processes in ALF are dictated solely by pH and 

thus ferrihydrite or lepidocrocite could be expected to form. However, possible influences 

of chelating agents and the complexes they form with iron have not been considered in 

experiments with naked ferrihydrite particles, so no final conclusion on the nature of the 

formed iron oxide can be made as Raman analysis failed due to high background noise. 

In addition, precipitation was only observed outside the ferritin protein shell, so while 

ferritin might be a suitable means to increase the iron load in lysosomes – which could 

enhance initial ferrihydrite aggregation and thus indeed help possible transformation 
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processes (Kukkadapu et al. 2003) – it seems a reductive transformation inside the 

ferritin protein shell is not possible in such an experimental setting. 

The effect of long-term ferritin treatment on lysosomal iron content 

While a reductive transformation of ferrihydrite inside the ferritin nano-compartment 

seems to be hampered by the insufficient retention of dissociated iron atoms thus 

probably not allowing enough interaction between ferrous iron and the remaining 

ferrihydrite to initiate magnetite nucleation, the lysosomal compartment itself could serve 

as a biologically defined, size-restricted compartment with defined environmental 

conditions for local ferrihydrite transformation. In such a setting, ferritin in combination 

with TfR1 would serve as an iron delivery mechanism to increase the local concentration 

of ferrihydrite in a controlled and biologically relevant manner. While magnetite formation 

usually occurs at basic pH (Cudennec und Lecerf 2006; Hansel et al. 2005; Liu et al. 

2007) and lysosomes are reported to have an oxidizing milieu (Austin et al. 2005), the 

presence and activity of reducing agents in lysosomes has been demonstrated (Lloyd 

1986; Lockwood 2013). It can thus be theorized that the continuous reduction and 

dissolution of iron from the surface of ferrihydrite mediated by reducing agents in 

combination with a high local ferrihydrite concentration accelerating transformation 

processes (Kukkadapu et al. 2003) could be sufficient to trigger a transformation of 

ferrihydrite, either to lepidocrocite as favored by the acidic pH or to magnetite if a 

nucleation after reduction of ferric iron can occur.  

Raman analysis of lysosomes isolated from HEK 293T cells continuously supplemented 

with ferritin proved to be difficult as the biological samples generated noisy signals. 

However, in comparison to control cells a small peak could be identified which was 

indicative of ferrihydrite based on its chemical shift. Importantly, no peaks indicating 

lepidocrocite formation could be distinguished upon comparison with control spectra, 

which strongly suggests that no pH-driven transformation has occurred. Further 

magnetometry measurements of purified lysosomes after 27 d of ferritin supplementation 

revealed a blocking temperature TB of 15 K with a clear curve splitting up to TB ≈ 100 K, 

which indicates the presence of larger agglomerates. Such an effect has already been 

described for short-term loading of lysosomes with magnetoferritin in combination with 

the murine ferritin uptake receptor Tim-2, however larger agglomerations were obtained 

within a shorter supplementation time (Massner et al. 2018).  

In conclusion, the findings presented in this work indicate that ferrihydrite originating from 

ferritin can precipitate or form agglomerations inside lysosomes after mobilization from 

the protein iron core. However, it has to be assumed that no pH-driven transformation or 

reduction took place as the particles were most likely identified as ferrihydrite. In addition, 

particle agglomeration was less effective than previously observed for magnetite inside 

lysosomes, which suggests that ferrihydrite is less stable in the lysosomal environment 

and prone to dissolution, which possibly led to a partial export from lysosomes to feed 
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mobilized iron into the cellular iron metabolism. While this observation contradicts earlier 

findings that naked ferrihydrite particles are stable at pH 4, it is likely that iron chelators 

are present in the lysosome aiding the dissolution of ferrihydrite, as was also observed 

in experiments with artificial lysosomal fluid. To confirm this hypothesis, further studies 

will be necessary including an analysis of intracellular and intra-lysosomal iron contents 

to determine the degree of iron export from lysosomes, and it is recommended to perform 

further magnetometry measurements at earlier time points to gain more insight in the 

kinetics of iron agglomeration inside lysosomes. 

4.2 Characterization of the Qt encapsulin system 

Encapsulins are of bacterial or archaeal origin and so far, different encapsulins with T = 1 

or T = 3 icosahedral symmetry have mostly been studied either in their originating 

organism, in E. coli (Namba et al. 2005; McHugh et al. 2014; Moon et al. 2014; Sutter et 

al. 2008; Lau et al. 2018) or even in vitro (Rurup et al. 2014). In 2018, the first successful 

encapsulin expressions in eukaryotic cells have been reported. On the one hand, 

expression of MxEncA and loading of artificial (split-)fluorescent cargo was shown in 

yeast (Lau et al. 2018), and on the other hand the successful assembly of MxEncA was 

demonstrated in mammalian HEK 293T cells with loading of either functional 

MxEncB,C,D cargos mediating iron loading or artificial cargos mediating other enzymatic 

reactions (Sigmund et al. 2018). In the scope of this work and the resulting publication 

(Sigmund et al. 2019), the first encapsulin with T = 4 icosahedral symmetry was 

characterized in detail and its successful self-assembly as well as loading of native and 

artificial cargos was demonstrated both in E. coli and in mammalian cells. 

4.2.1 Expression in bacteria and mammalian cells 

For expression of the Qt encapsulin system in E. coli BL21(DE3), the pRSFDuetTM-1 

vector containing two multiple cloning sites was used for IPTG-inducible expression. 

Interestingly, an efficient encapsulin formation was only observed when the QtEnc shell 

protein was inserted into the second MCS (data not shown) despite both MCS being 

preceded by a T7 promotor. This sequence order mimics the architecture of core 

encapsulin operons, where the cargo proteins are immediately upstream of the capsid 

protein, if not fused to the shell (Sutter et al. 2008; Giessen 2016). 

For mammalian expression, plasmid constructs were generated containing either QtEnc 

or the cargo QtIMEF under a CMV promotor for high-level constitutive expression. A 

FLAG epitope was added C-terminal of QtEnc via a short GSG-linker to enable affinity 

purification and enrichment on magnetic beads. The QtIMEF cargo contained the 

conserved C-terminal targeting peptide KGFTVGSLIQ (QtSig). Co-expression of QtEnc 
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and QtIMEF in HEK 293T cells and subsequent analysis on BN-PAGE showed a single, 

high molecular weight protein band above 1.2 MDa (Figure 8B). Interestingly, while 

expression of the T=3 icosahedral Mx encapsulin was reported to give additional 

particles with T=1 symmetry if expressed outside its host organism suggesting a 

decreased fidelity of self-assembly in E.coli and mammalian cells (McHugh et al. 2014; 

Sigmund et al. 2018), expression of QtEnc yielded only one single protein band running 

above the corresponding T=3 protein band of MxEnc. This indicates that QtEnc forms 

nano-compartments with a higher molecular weight than MxEnc thus probably having a 

higher triangulation number, and that QtEnc particles assemble with high fidelity even in 

a non-native host organism. The DLS measurements of FLAG-purified QtEnc and QtEnc 

+ QtIMEF, which showed a narrow size distribution (Figure 8D), further support this 

finding while also indicating that cargo encapsulation does not lead to an increase in 

particle size, e.g., due to expansion of the shell as has been observed for some viruses 

packaging nucleic acids (Sutter et al. 2008; Heinemann et al. 2011). Notably, DLS 

measurements of the smaller Tm encapsulin expressed in E.coli were reported to yield 

large hydrodynamic diameters, which was attributed to random attachment of nucleic 

acids to the exterior surface by the authors (Moon et al. 2014), while DLS measurements 

of Mx encapsulin as well as Qt encapsulin obtained from mammalian cells did not show 

such deviations (Sigmund et al. 2018). FLAG affinity purification of QtEnc shells co-

expressing QtIMEF and subsequent SDS-PAGE analysis confirmed that the QtIMEF 

cargo is co-localized to the encapsulin shell. Furthermore, the percental protein ratio of 

shell and cargo was determined to be almost 1:1 with 231 ± 5 molecules QtIMEF 

packaged in one shell on average (Figure 8C). Notably, a different study on IMEF from 

Bacillaceae MTCC 10057 suggested that about 150 IMEF cargos are situated within the 

T = 3 encapsulin (180 shell monomers), which would yield a comparable shell:cargo ratio 

(Giessen und Silver 2017). In comparison, for the Mx encapsulin which encapsulates 

three native cargos, only about 28 % of the total protein content were allotted to the cargo 

proteins corresponding to about 175 cargo proteins per shell (McHugh et al. 2014). 

These numbers are in stark contrast to the T=1 encapsulin system of B. linens, where 

only one DyP cargo can be packed per shell due to the relatively large size of the cargo 

protein (Sutter et al. 2008), which was however demonstrated to be still fully functional 

upon encapsulation (Rahmanpour und Bugg 2013). 

4.2.2 Structural analysis of the Qt encapsulin system 

So far, several encapsulin structures from different bacterial and archaeal organisms 

have been resolved either via crystallography or by high-resolution electron microscopy 

(Akita et al. 2007; McHugh et al. 2014; Sutter et al. 2008; Rahmanpour und Bugg 2013; 

Nichols et al. 2020; Lončar Nikola et al. 2020), and they were all classified as either T = 1 

or T = 3 icosahedral symmetry. In the scope of the present work, the Qt encapsulin 

structure was resolved with cryo-EM in cooperation with the Laboratory for Biomolecular 
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Design at the Technical University of Munich and was identified as the first to be reported 

with T=4 icosahedral symmetry. The asymmetric unit consisted of three hexameric and 

one pentameric monomer (Figure 9B) compared to three possible monomer 

conformations (two hexameric and one pentameric) in T = 3 encapsulins (Akita et al. 

2007) and only one monomer conformation in the T = 1 Tm encapsulin, which is built 

entirely from pentamers (Sutter et al. 2008). Qt encapsulins expressed in either bacterial 

or mammalian hosts did not differ in their structure with both showing an identical overall 

architecture, same monomer conformations and also same outer and inner diameters 

(Figure 10). The outer diameter of QtEnc was determined as 43 nm on the five-fold axis 

and 40 nm on the two-fold axis, whereas the inner diameter was determined as 30 nm. 

These dimensions are significantly larger than T = 1 encapsulins with about 24 nm outer 

diameter (Sutter et al. 2008) and T = 3 encapsulins with about 32 nm outer diameter 

(McHugh et al. 2014; Akita et al. 2007). Furthermore, two putative pore regions could be 

identified at the five-fold and three-fold symmetry centers. At the two-fold axis, a third 

electron-sparse region could be identified which is in accordance with literature reports 

(Giessen et al. 2019; McHugh et al. 2014; Sutter et al. 2008); however, this region seems 

to be closed by opposing monomer residues and is thus unlikely to act as a pore, as has 

been confirmed by another study (Giessen et al. 2019). The cargo densities observed in 

cargo-loaded particles were about 2.5 nm distanced from the shell densities, which in 

general is in agreement with findings in another study suggesting that the QtIMEF cargo 

is bound to the QtEnc shell via a 37 amino acid linker (Giessen et al. 2019). 

4.2.3 QtIMEF cargo functionality 

Compartmentalization is a well-known strategy to sequester toxic products, store 

nutrients or create a micro-environment for physiological processes; however, while 

eukaryotes mostly form membrane-encased organelles such as lysosomes, 

mitochondria or the nucleus, bacteria form proteinaceous compartments such as the 

carboxysome  or encapsulins (Diekmann und Pereira-Leal 2013; Giessen 2016; McHugh 

et al. 2014; Sutter et al. 2008). Protein nano-compartments can self-assemble from one 

or few capsid monomers and are characterized by a precisely defined nano-architecture 

as well as by their highly uniform size and shape. In addition, protein cages like 

encapsulins, which were suggested to be among the first examples of such structures 

with a naturally encoded self-sorting peptide, can benefit from cargo auto-targeting with 

high selectivity and fidelity (Rurup et al. 2014). 

While the M. tuberculosis encapsulin cargo is related to redox processes (Rosenkrands 

et al. 1998; Giessen 2016) and the DyP cargo of Rhodococcus jostii was shown to have 

lignin degradation activity (Rahmanpour und Bugg 2013), it was suggested that the 

encapsulin systems of T. maritima, M. xanthus as well as P. furiosus are involved in iron 

metabolism or detoxification as their cargos have been identified as ferritin-like proteins 

(McHugh et al. 2014; Sigmund et al. 2018; Sutter et al. 2008). Among the latter 
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encapsulins, the Mx encapsulin system with the shell protein MxA and its three cargos 

MxB, MxC, and MxD is probably the best-characterized regarding its role in iron 

metabolism (Sigmund et al. 2018; McHugh et al. 2014). Encapsulin expression in 

Myxococcus xanthus was observed to be upregulated upon starvation and the particles 

were shown to accumulate iron, possibly to protect the organism from oxidative stress 

(McHugh et al. 2014). While little is known about MxD, the two other two cargo proteins 

MxB and MxC possess ruberythrin/ferritin-like domains, and as they are both predicted 

to form only two α-helices each a dimerization was suggested yielding the known four-

helix bundle ferritin-like motif (McHugh et al. 2014; Sigmund et al. 2018; Giessen und 

Silver 2017; Andrews 2010). Mx encapsulin cargos bind to the inside of the protein shell 

via C-terminal targeting peptides, and the iron deposits probably nucleate on the cargo 

proteins to form discrete granules with about 5 nm in diameter (McHugh et al. 2014). 

Experimental data suggested that Mx encapsulins can store up to 30,000 iron atoms per 

cage as a mixture with phosphate in a molar ratio of 4:1 (Fe:Pi), and as the cargo proteins 

resemble ferritins in their functionality, the formation of ferrihydrite has been suggested 

(McHugh et al. 2014; Sutter et al. 2008). Efficient iron loading of Mx encapsulins was 

also observed upon expression in mammalian cells; and interestingly, co-expression of 

either MxB or MxC was enough to facilitate iron sequestration inside the encapsulin shell 

whereas MxD did not  lead to iron mineralization (Sigmund et al. 2018). 

Apart from the Myxococcus xanthus encapsulin, the encapsulin system of Quasibacillus 

thermotolerans was also reported to form iron cores upon expression in E. coli, and 

notably the corresponding IMEF cargo does not contain known residues for iron-

coordination (Giessen und Silver 2017). IMEF (iron-mineralizing encapsulin-associated 

Firmicute cargo) is a four-helix bundle protein and forms an unusual inter-subunit 

ferroxidase center upon dimerization (Giessen und Silver 2017; Giessen et al. 2019). 

While IMEF was first described as part of the encapsulin system of Bacillaceae MTCC 

10057 which contained an additional ferredoxin cargo (Giessen und Silver 2017), it’s 

crystal structure was later solved as part of the Qt encapsulin system (Giessen et al. 

2019). In the present work, the QtIMEF cargo was characterized in more detail in 

mammalian cells in comparison to Mx encapsulin and ferritin. Quantification of the iron 

content of MxEnc and QtEnc expressed under comparable conditions showed that the 

Qt encapsulin system had accumulated almost twice as much iron per Enc particle than 

Mx encapsulin and almost 20-times as much as ferritin, which is more than reported for 

the expression of either encapsulin in E. coli (Giessen et al. 2019). However, it has to be 

noted that the iron content in QtEnc had previously been determined via electron energy 

loss spectroscopy (EELS) of encapsulins purified from E. coli. While the present work 

demonstrated that Qt encapsulins purified from mammalian and bacterial sources are 

structurally similar and can both encapsulate cargos, it is possible that expression in 

different host organisms affects the iron content, e.g. due to different intracellular iron 

concentrations or general iron availability. It should also be noted that in this work, cells 

were treated with iron for 36 h before encapsulins were isolated. However, as both Mx 
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and Qt encapsulins were treated similar in the scope of this work, the comparison 

between both encapsulin systems can indicate differences either in iron storage capacity 

or iron accumulation efficiency. Due to these findings, a ferroxidase assay was 

performed on purified encapsulin particles (Figure 11A). While QtEnc + QtIMEF showed 

a hyperbolic curve with a fast onset comparable to published results (Giessen et al. 

2019), the Mx encapsulin system had a delayed onset with a lag-phase of about 5 min 

and a slower rise in signal. The QtEnc + QtIMEF system thus showed an earlier reaction 

onset in combination with a faster reaction catalysis, and accordingly another set of 

experiments demonstrated that Qt encapsulin can compete with the endogenous iron 

storage protein ferritin for cellular iron more efficiently than Mx encapsulin in low-iron 

conditions (Figure 11C). In this context, it is of interest to note that Firmicutes possessing 

an IMEF system lack the classical ferritins or bacterioferritins that usually play an 

important role in iron metabolism and thus probably rely on encapsulins as the main iron 

storage system (Giessen und Silver 2017), which could explain why the Qt encapsulin 

system has superior iron accumulation properties compared to e.g. MxEnc. 

4.2.4 Cargo encapsulation in QtEnc and MxEnc 

Self-sorting of associated cargo proteins in an important feature of encapsulin nano-

compartments (Rurup et al. 2014), and apart from exceptions where the cargo is directly 

fused to the encapsulin shell monomer, conserved C-terminal motifs serve as peptide 

tags anchoring the cargos to conserved binding sites on the inner surface of the 

encapsulin lumen (Sigmund et al. 2018; Sutter et al. 2008; Giessen 2016; Giessen et al. 

2019; McHugh et al. 2014; Rahmanpour und Bugg 2013). While the presence of such a 

highly conserved sequence is helpful to identify putative encapsulin cargos and has even 

been exploited to screen for encapsulin operons in organisms and to identify new 

encapsulin cargo types (Rahmanpour und Bugg 2013; Giessen und Silver 2017), the 

distinct sequence similarity raised the question whether the high selectivity of cargo self-

sorting observed within an organism also has a high inter-encapsulin fidelity; that is, 

whether encapsulins can distinguish cargos based on different targeting sequences.  

As the native cargos of Qt and Mx encapsulin are well-characterized and have already 

been used within this work, their inter-encapsulin fidelity as well as functionality have 

been tested. As the protein analysis of encapsulin pulldowns demonstrated, both 

encapsulins were capable of loading the respective non-native cargo proteins (Figure 

12). While no densitometric analysis of the silver-stained gel was performed, the band 

intensities indicate that QtIMEF was encapsulated with higher efficiency inside Qt than 

Mx. On the other hand, the MxBCD cargo set seemed to be encapsulated in a slightly 

higher concentration in Qt, too. This could indicate that differences in packaging load 

might not be caused by a hampered recognition of the non-native targeting peptide but 

rather due to the larger volume of QtEnc allowing more space for cargo proteins. In 

agreement with previous reports for Mx encapsulin (Sigmund et al. 2018; McHugh et al. 
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2014), the cargo combination MxBCD as well as either of MxB or MxC alone were 

capable of mediating iron accumulation inside the Qt encapsulin shell. In addition, 

QtIMEF was capable of mediating iron loading of Mx shells. The band intensities on the 

BN-PAGE indicates that QtIMEF mediated more iron accumulation inside the Qt shell 

than either of the Mx cargos did. While QtIMEF was shown to be a more efficient 

ferroxidase than MxBCD in chapter 3.2.3, it cannot be excluded that differences in iron 

loading are also at least partially mediated by the different cargo encapsulation 

efficiency. Interestingly, QtIMEF seems to diminish the amount of accumulated inside 

Mx compared to the native MxBCD cargos despite its enhanced ferroxidase activity. 

While the different cargo loading efficiencies can again be a reason, it is also possible 

that either steric or size limitations hamper the activity of QtIMEF inside Mx, and it cannot 

be excluded that possible differences in the overall shell architecture, such as potential 

differences in pore sizes or pore hydrophobicity, further add to that. The inter-encapsulin 

cargo encapsulation efficiency was also addressed with a foreign fluorescent cargo 

(Figure 13). It could again be confirmed that both MxSig- and QtSig-cargos can be 

targeted to either of the encapsulin shells. Notably, the encapsulation inside Mx via the 

Qt signal peptide also led to the previously reported formation of T = 1 encapsulins 

(McHugh et al. 2014; Sigmund et al. 2018), which did not show a fluorescent signal 

indicating that probably no cargo was encapsulated. In conclusion, while the functionality 

of cross-targeted native and foreign encapsulin cargos has clearly been demonstrated, 

further characterizations of potentially different encapsulation efficiencies, the amount of 

iron accumulation as well as ferroxidase activity measurements are recommended to 

shed a light not only on the cargo functionality itself but also on possible synergies 

between cargo and shell further promoting iron accumulation. 

4.2.5 Targeting of sub-cellular structures 

While early publications suggested that encapsulins are being secreted as bacteriocins 

(Valdés-Stauber und Scherer 1994; Hicks et al. 1998), they were later shown in electron 

microscopy as electron-dense granules inside the respective host (McHugh et al. 2014; 

Giessen und Silver 2017) and their cytosolic localization was also confirmed for 

mammalian hosts (Lau et al. 2018; Sigmund et al. 2018), which seems reasonable due 

to their suggested involvement in various metabolic processes (Sutter et al. 2008; 

McHugh et al. 2014; Giessen 2016). However, controlling the sub-cellular localization of 

encapsulins could be beneficial not only with regards to manipulation of the iron mineral 

species as has been discussed for lysosomally localized ferritin earlier in this works, it 

might also be a useful feature in the scope of using encapsulins as generalizable nano-

compartments in mammalian cell engineering. A C-terminal fusion of affinity tags for 

encapsulin purification has already been demonstrated also in the present work 

(Sigmund et al. 2018; Sigmund et al. 2019), and a previous report even demonstrated 
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cancer cell targeting via genetically modified T. maritima encapsulin displaying a SP94-

peptide on its surface (Moon et al. 2014). 

For sub-cellular targeting of encapsulins, a bipartite nuclear localization sequence (NLS) 

or a tripeptide peroxisomal transport signal (PTS) was C-terminally fused to the 

encapsulin shell as well as an artificial fluorescent cargo containing a terminal QtSig for 

encapsulation. Co-expression in mammalian cells revealed distinct fluorescent patterns 

clearly different from disperse cytosolic signal, and in the case of nuclear targeting the 

co-localizing with a DNA stain was shown, indicating successful sub-cellular targeting of 

cargo-loaded encapsulins into the nucleus (fig. 16, 17). Interestingly, omitting the NLS 

on the fluorescent cargo still yielded the same distinctly nuclear fluorescent pattern, 

whereas expression of cargo without shell led to fast degradation and thus no signal 

generation (data not shown). This raises questions regarding the still largely unknown 

process of encapsulin assembly and cargo loading. It seems clear that encapsulated 

protein cargos have to associate with an encapsulin intermediate during the shell 

assembly as they cannot fit through the pores of the fully-assembled nano-cages. For 

QtEnc, a different study reported 42 IMEF densities per shell, which would equal one 

cargo per capsomer (QtEnc consists of 12 pentamers and 30 hexamers) (Giessen et al. 

2019), and a similar stoichiometry  was observed for the T=1 encapsulin of B. linens 

(Rurup et al. 2014). However, in the present work a shell:cargo monomer stoichiometry 

of almost 1 was observed. Another publication reported low molecular mass species 

upon denaturation of R. jostii encapsulin, which was attributed to dimeric species 

(Rahmanpour und Bugg 2013). Based on the presented data, it might thus be possible 

that encapsulin intermediates – either dimers or fully-formed capsomers – bind to the 

cargo proteins tightly enough to facilitate their co-transport into the nucleus even if the 

cargo does not carry an NLS. In a previous chapter of this work, the possibility of inter-

encapsulin cargo targeting as well as potential differences in cargo encapsulation 

efficiency were discussed. Continuing this study with e.g. differently-sized cargos or 

encapsulation signals from other species might thus reveal more information not only on 

the encapsulin assembly process and possible nuclear import routs, but also about the 

interaction strength of different encapsulation signals with the respective shells. 

4.3 Application of iron-loaded encapsulins for MRI  

The Mx encapsulin system has already been shown to yield detectable iron-based MRI 

contrast in HEK cells as well as in xenografts in rat brain (Sigmund et al. 2018). As 

discussed in the previous chapter, the Qt encapsulin system can load more iron in its 

cavity, and QtEnc expressing cells show higher iron content than MxEnc expressing 

cells. 
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Determination of the transverse relaxivity r2 of iron-loaded Qt and Mx encapsulins 

compared to the ubiquitous iron storage protein ferritin revealed that QtEnc has the 

highest relaxivity per protein shell followed by MxEnc, and they have a 23- and 13-times 

higher relaxivity than ferritin, respectively. These findings match the observed 

differences in iron accumulation efficiency (Figure 18). However, normalized to the 

respective protein iron contents both encapsulins showed a 18 % higher relaxivity per 

iron than ferrihydrite-containing ferritin, which was unexpected as encapsulins were 

suggested to also form ferrihydrite (Sutter et al. 2008; McHugh et al. 2014). It seems 

unlikely that magnetite has formed inside encapsulins, because an exchange of 

ferrihydrite to magnetite inside ferritin has led to a relaxivity increase of more than 400 % 

in a previous publication (Massner et al. 2018), which is orders of magnitudes higher 

than the differences observed in this work. However, this finding still rises questions 

regarding the identity of the mineral species formed by encapsulins, and it is 

recommended to perform further magnetometry analyses on encapsulins such as 

Raman spectroscopy or SQUID measurements to determine the identity of the formed 

iron oxide. Similar trends were also observed when imaging cells expressing the 

encapsulin systems, where the highest MRI contrast was obtained from cells expressing 

Qt encapsulin. These findings demonstrate that both Qt and Mx encapsulin could 

potentially be exploited as a fully genetically encoded contrast agent for magnetic 

resonance imaging. While it can be speculated that the mineralization of magnetite inside 

the encapsulin shell would lead to even higher contrast generation based on 

observations for ferritin and magnetoferritin (Massner et al. 2018), the presented data 

indicate that ferrihydrite-derived contrast can be significantly improved by accumulation 

effects. 

4.4 Application of encapsulins for EM 

While electron microscopy has become a valuable tool to study cellular processes (Beck 

und Baumeister 2016; Robinson et al. 2007) and even cell circuits (Denk et al. 2012; 

Helmstaedter 2013; Zheng et al. 2018; Tamura et al. 2015), this technique still lacks a 

tool box of genetic reporters equivalent to fluorescent proteins and optical reporters 

(Tsien 1998; Shaner et al. 2007). While the ubiquitous iron storage protein ferritin has 

been proposed as a genetic EM contrast agent in different organism, its small size and 

the limited electron density generated by its ferrihydrite mineral core are difficult to 

differentiate from other well-contrasted cellular structures (Wang et al. 2011; Matsumoto 

et al. 2015; Clarke und Royle 2018; Jutz et al. 2015). 

In contrast, encapsulin nano-compartments of different origins have been visualized by 

electron microscopy not only as purified particles (Namba et al. 2005; McHugh et al. 

2014; Sutter et al. 2008; Rurup et al. 2014; Lau et al. 2018) but also in bacteria, where 

they appeared as small, electron-dense particles (McHugh et al. 2014; Giessen und 
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Silver 2017). In the scope of the present work, both Qt and Mx encapsulins were 

visualized in HEK 293T cells in TEM. The encapsulin nano-compartments were visible 

as spherical particles of defined sizes and high electron density (Figure 19). Notably, 

manual segmentation of 100 particles revealed that the two encapsulin systems have a 

clearly distinguishable size and differ in their mean grey values. While these findings can 

be expected as the Qt encapsulin was shown to be larger and to accumulate more iron 

in the previous chapters, the fact that these features are clearly discernible in TEM could 

enable multiplexed imaging with two fully-genetic markers. While further studies will be 

necessary, it can also be reasoned that encapsulin shells devoid of iron could still be 

detected in TEM due to their size and distinct shape, which would give additional 

multiplexing capabilities. In addition, encapsulins have been shown to load fully-

functional foreign cargos, so targeting of different other metal binders into the encapsulin 

lumen could be possible. By coupling TEM for example with energy-dispersive x-ray 

spectroscopy (TEM-EDX), it could be possible to distinguish encapsulins based on the 

incorporated metals, which in combination with the two different available encapsulin 

sizes opens a large combinatorial space. However, as the targeting of cargos via native 

encapsulation signals is not inter-encapsulin specific as shown in this work, an additional 

strategy would have to be developed to ensure the fidelity of cargo loading. Such self-

sorting cargo assignments in a multi-encapsulin scenario could be mediated by 

establishing an artificial targeting system, for example via coiled-coil protein 

heterodimers which were reported to have excellent specificity (Chen et al. 2019; Ljubetič 

et al. 2017). 
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